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Abstract 

 It had been hypothesized that Universal Grammar specifies both universal 

principles of language to which all of the world’s languages conform, and a small set of 

parameters, by which languages may vary. The Head Directionality Parameter (HDP) 

was hypothesized to govern two basic, widely attested, word order options: subject-

object-verb (Japanese-type languages) and subject-verb-object (English-type languages). 

The HDP is also thought to govern the relative ordering of all heads and complements in 

a given languages. This thesis reports two studies that test the psycholinguistic validity of 

the HDP in adult second language acquisition.  

In Study 1, classroom learners of L2 Japanese who had not had exposure to 

embedded clauses but did know basic word order were tested on their sensitivity to 

violations of grammatical complementizer-clause word order. In Study 2, native English 

speakers who had had no prior exposure to Japanese received basic input regarding word 

order in Japanese in simple SOV sentences and in post-positional phrases. They were 

then tested on their sensitivity to violations of head-final word order in polar questions 

and embedded clauses. In both studies, participants took longer to read ungrammatical 

sentences than they did grammatical ones, suggesting that the HDP is active in adult SLA. 
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Chapter I 

The Logical Problem of Language Acquisition 

Introduction  

 The purpose of this thesis is to test the Head Directionality Parameter (HDP) in 

adult second language acquisition. The way in which the HDP has typically been 

formulated leads to the following hypothesis: if the parameter is operative in language 

acquisition, learners of a second language with a head directionality different from that of 

their first language should assume, based on input from basic word order only that the 

rest of the phrases in the second language follow the same head directionality. This 

means that learners should have intuitions about the headedness of novel phrase 

structures in the L2. In the present case, the hypothesis will be tested with Japanese as the 

L2 and English as the L1. The thesis will report two studies: one that is classroom based 

and one that is laboratory based.  

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 1 provides a general overview of the 

logical problem of language acquisition and Universal Grammar. Chapter 2 introduces 

the Head Directionality Parameter and discusses the proposals within generative 

linguistics to account for word order variation and assesses their relative strengths and 

weaknesses. Chapter 2 also discusses theories about UG within SLA and research 

methodology. Chapter 3 reports the results of a study that investigated the intuitions 

classroom learners of L2 Japanese had about the relative ordering of the embedded clause 

and complementizer in Japanese before they had been exposed to these structures in the 

classroom. Chapter 4 reports the results of a study that investigated participants’ 
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intuitions about the relative ordering of question particles and sentences and clauses and 

complementizers in Japanese based on an input treatment task consisting of 100 Japanese 

sentences containing on SOV and noun-preposition word orders. Chapter 5 is the 

conclusion.  

The Logical Problem of Language Acquisition 

 Language learning should be an impossible task. Based solely on the language 

they hear around them, children must construct for themselves the grammar for that 

language. They must learn to process and segment streams of sounds into meaningful 

units that form words and phrases, and they must learn vocabulary. Perhaps the most 

conceptually demanding thing they must do is construct a mental grammar that will allow 

them to comprehend and produce any and all possible sentences in the target language, 

and, at the same time, will keep them from producing ill-formed sentences in the target 

language. Because the set of all possible sentences in any given language is, in principle, 

unbounded, it cannot be the case that children simply learn a set of sentences that 

comprises the whole of the target language. Instead, children must be acquiring some 

kind of linguistic system that is constrained enough to allow only the phrases and 

sentences that are part of the target language and to rule out the types that are 

ungrammatical in the target language. This system must also be flexible enough to allow 

its speakers to comprehend and produce novel utterances. Consequently, linguists have 

argued that children are born with the ability to learn any natural language and they are 

born with some kind of innate grammar that constrains and guides the language 

acquisition process (e.g., Chomsky, 1965).  
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 For native speakers, the end result of language acquisition is an end-state 

grammar that conforms to the specifications of the innate mental grammar and is specific 

to the target language. This innate grammar, then, must be universal—because every 

human child is endowed with it—and it must also be specific enough to allow children to 

learn the specific language of the linguistic community into which they are born. The 

need for both universality and specificity raises the question, then, of what comprises this 

mental grammar. One way into this question is to ask what the it is that children learning 

their native language learn, or what it is that they come to know about the target language 

(TL). Not only do native speakers know what is possible in their language, they also 

know what is impossible. As a preliminary example, English speakers know that (1a) is a 

grammatical English sentence, and that (1b) is, under any normal circumstance, 

ungrammatical:  

 (1) a.  John likes bananas. 
       b. *John bananas likes. 
 
How does this English speaker know (1a) is a possible English sentence and (1b) is an 

impossible one? Children learning English would be able to conclude, on the basis of the 

language they hear spoken, that (1a) is grammatical. Almost all of the utterances that this 

child would have heard would demonstrate the basic subject-verb-object (SVO) word 

order seen in (1a), and children might even conclude that all English sentences 

demonstrate SVO word order. In addition, (1a) is a simple sentence containing common 

vocabulary, so the child might have heard this exact sentence uttered. Deducing the 

ungrammaticality of (1b) is more difficult. Because these sentences are not possible in 

English, the child will likely never have heard sentences like this one uttered. However, 
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the absence of sentences like (1b) in the input data alone is not evidence enough for the 

child to conclude that sentences like this are categorically ungrammatical. Given that the 

differences between (1a) and (1b) are a matter of word order, which is particularly robust 

in the input, it is, in principle, possible for the child to conclude, based on the 

overwhelming frequency with which SVO word orders occur, that it is the word order 

English prefers. Other aspects of linguistic knowledge are more complicated.  

 In colloquial English, the construction want to + V is often pronounced with the 

want to phonologically reduced so that it sounds like “wanna”.  Consider the data in (2), 

below: 

 (2) a. I want to go. 
       b. I wanna go. 
 
On analogy with data like (2) and those presented in (3a-e), which is relatively robust in 

colloquial American English, a language learner might reasonably conclude that the 

sentence in (3d) is grammatical: 

 (3) a. I want to bring drinks to the party. 
      b. I wanna bring drinks to the party. 
      c. What do you want to bring to the party? 
      d. What do you wanna bring to the party? 
      e. I want John to go to the party. 
      f. *Who do you wanna go to the party? 
 
Instead, (3f) is ungrammatical. The data in (3c-d) show that the contraction is available 

when the sequence occurs in questions, so the ungrammaticality of (3f) cannot be due to 

the fact that this is a question. Instead, this phonological reduction only happens when the 

sequence want to is structurally adjacent. The difference between the data found in (2) 

and (3a-e) and the datum in (3f) is due to the fact that (3f) is derived by wh-movement of 

John to the front of the sentence to form a question, and the moved element leaves a trace 
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in its original location. So, even though the sequence want to seems to be structurally 

adjacent, a trace intervenes. Contractions are disallowed when a trace intervenes between 

want and to.  

Cases like these, as well as the fact that children growing up in different 

households receive varied linguistic input, suggest the input underdetermines the final 

grammar that children build. These two observations—the enormity of the language 

acquisition task coupled with the relatively poor input vis-à-vis the final mental grammar 

children construct—has led linguists to postulate the existence of a separate part of the 

mind designed and designated for language and language acquisition. This mental organ 

is called Universal Grammar (UG).        

Universal Grammar 

Universal Grammar is a component of the human language faculty, and it 

provides the linguistic primitives—the aspects of language that are universal and hold 

irrespective of any particular language as well as the options available to individual 

languages—through which the input data is filtered to arrive at the fully-fledged, 

complete linguistic system. UG provides a conceptual solution to the logical problem of 

language acquisition: although the input underdetermines the mature linguistic system, 

individual languages are constrained by UG and UG provides the linguistic primitives 

necessary to construct the mature system. This means that children do not come to the 

language acquisition task tabula rasa; UG constrains the patterns of natural languages 

and provides children with the hypothesis space necessary to acquire any natural 

language to which they are exposed. In addition, the language faculty is also 

hypothesized to contain a language acquisition device (LAD). The LAD provides a set of 
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heuristics for selecting the grammar of the TL based on the input data (Chomsky, 1965). 

It’s not always clear whether the LAD is conceptualized as part of UG or as separate 

from UG but part of the language faculty, but both are assumed to be part of the 

biological endowment for language learning. Both UG and the LAD reduce the task of 

learning a particular language to the task of selecting, on the basis of the ambient 

linguistic input, the properties of the TL from the set of possible properties of natural 

languages provide by UG.  

UG constrains the properties of natural language in two ways. The first way is by 

stipulating a set of universals, or principles, to which all natural languages conform. The 

second way is to provide a set of options, or parameters, which may or may not be 

instantiated in a given language. The principles and parameters interact in that principles 

of language can be parameterized. For example, all languages have phrase structure, or a 

systematic way of organizing the different elements in a sentence. This is a linguistic 

universal. Not all languages, however, have the same type of phrase structure. Some 

languages, like English, instantiate subject-verb-object word order. Other languages, like 

Japanese, arrange these same elements differently, and have subject-object-verb (SOV) as 

the basic word order. The parameter here is the relative ordering of objects and verbs. 

The universal principle of phrase structure is parameterized by allowing languages to 

order the object and the verb in different ways. Crucially, though, one ordering (OV or 

VO) should be basic to a language.  

With this hypothesis about the nature of language in place, it should, in principle, 

be possible to discover what the principles and parameters that govern and constrain 

human languages are. The explanatory power of UG lies in the fact that apparently vast 
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and random cross-linguistic variation can be reduced to a small set of options from which 

languages can choose. As Baker (2008b; 2001) argues, even a small set of parametric 

options, combined in various ways, has the ability to produce a wide variety of languages 

that appear to be very different from each other. Basic word order is one example of this 

kind of parametric variation. Although there are six logically possible ways of ordering 

the basic elements of the sentence, the Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) and Subject-Object-

Verb (SOV) word orders are the most common cross-linguistically, comprising close to 

90% of the world’s languages (World Atlas of Linguistic Structures, 2010). Under 

parametric theory, the difference between SOV and SVO word orders is due to a 

parametric choice: phrasal heads may either precede or follow their complements.  

Parameters have explanatory value in two ways. First, parametric theory 

simplifies language acquisition: the learner’s task is to set parameters based on the input 

available. Universal Grammar supplies the options; acquiring the grammar of the target 

language requires extrapolating, based on the input, what the correct parameter settings 

for the target language are. Second, parameters were initially hypothesized to have 

clustering effects: apparently unrelated syntactic properties were thought to be a 

consequence of one parameter setting. Clustering effects further reduce the burden on the 

language learner in that they reduce the number of grammatical properties that have to be 

learned independently. In this way, input, even if it is impoverished, plus the powerful, if 

unconscious, help of UG should be sufficient to explain how complex, mature linguistic 

systems could be constructed despite the impoverished input (Chomsky, 1981). 
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Chapter II 

L2 Japanese and the Head Directionality Parameter 

The Head Directionality Parameter 

Classic Formulation 

 The head-directionality parameter (HDP) has its roots in language typology. 

Greenberg (1963) noted that languages generally demonstrate a strong correlation 

between the relative order of the noun and the adposition and the object and the verb. 

This parameter has been formulated in different ways (e.g., Baker, 2001; Dryer, 1992), 

but the basic observation is that UG allows two possibilities with respect to basic word 

order: heads precede their complements or heads follow their complements. This means 

that, all other things being equal, the relative order of heads and complements should 

hold for the entire grammar: the order of objects and verbs, nouns and adpositions, and 

clauses and clause markers should be consistent. In other words, all XPs instantiated 

ought to exhibit the same constituent order with respect to heads and complements.  

Both English and Japanese demonstrate this rigid approach to word order, but 

involve different settings of this parameter. English is an SVO language; the verb 

precedes its NP object, and therefore demonstrates the head-initial parameter setting. 

Japanese, on the other hand, is an SOV language and therefore demonstrates the head-

final parameter setting. The English word order in declarative sentences is given in (1) 

and the corresponding Japanese sentence in (2). 

(1) John put the book on the table. 
(2) John-ga    hon-wo  teiburu-ni        okimashi.ta 
      John-NOM     book-ACC table-LOC  put.PST 
     ‘John put the book on the table.’ 
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In (1), the verb put precedes its complement, the book, and the preposition on precedes its 

DP complement, the table, and the determiner the precedes its complement, table. In (2), 

on the other hand, the verb okimashita comes at the end of the sentence, and follows its 

complement. The locative particle ni follows its NP complement teiburu, and cliticizes to 

it. Japanese does not have determiners. 

 Embedded clauses show the same pattern as declarative sentences. In English, the 

embedded TP is directly to the right of, and thus follows, the complementizer that.  In 

Japanese, on the other hand, the embedded TP precedes the complementizer to. Sentences 

(3) and (4) show the difference between English and Japanese embedded clauses.   

 (3) [TP Tanaka-san [VP thinks [CP [C that [TP Taro left]]]]] 
 (4) [TP Tanaka-san-wa    [VP [CP [C’ [TP Taro-ga   kaetta]    to]]       omot.teimasu]] 
       Tanaka-san-TOP              T.-NOM   leave.pst COMP    think.PROG 
 

In (3), the matrix verb thinks precedes its CP complement.  The complementizer that 

heads the embedded CP and is to the left of its complement.  In contrast, in (4), the 

matrix verb omotteimasu follows every other constituent in the sentence, and the 

complementizer to follows its TP complement.  The embedded TP is to the left of the 

matrix verb, and follows the matrix subject, Tanaka-san.   

 It is true that the status of complementizers in Japanese has been debated; the 

debate largely centers on whether Japanese has a CP (e.g., Fukui, 1995) and whether 

Japanese has null and overt complementizers (e.g., Taguchi, 2007). In Fukui’s account, to 

is not a complementizer equivalent to English ‘that’, but instead is an introducer of a 

direct quote, the way a comma and quotation marks work in English (e.g., John thinks, 

“Mary is smart”). However, Taguchi argues that to is a complementizer and that 
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complementizers play several roles in syntactic operations (i.e., licensing embedded 

topicalization, blocking Nominative-Genitive Conversion). For the purposes of this thesis, 

the precise nature of to is not relevant; what is relevant is that (i) it occurs when a clause 

is present, and (ii) it is post-clausal (i.e., obeys complement-head order). For the purposes 

of this thesis, what is important is the word order learners expect to encounter when they 

encounter novel structures in the input.  

Criticisms of the HDP 

 For a number of reasons, parametric theory in general has come under fire in 

recent years (e.g., Boeckx, m.s.; Lardiere, 2009; Uriagereka, 2007; Newmeyer, 2005). 

First, the general outlines of parametric theory led researchers to expect that parameters 

would be more evident cross-linguistically than they have proved to be. Some linguistic 

phenomena, like the Null-Subject Parameter (NSP) and the HDP seemed to be clearly 

evident in the typological data, and leant themselves well to clear, binary generalizations. 

Not all cross-linguistic variation, however, fit neatly into clear binary parameters. 

Parameters were also supposed to have clustering effects—apparently different and 

unrelated surface properties derived from the same parametric value—and the validity of 

this proposal has also been difficult to discern cross-linguistically. The NSP is the best 

example of a parameter that seemed to have tremendous descriptive value, but which the 

typological data have not supported unequivocally. Consequently, Newmeyer (2005), 

among others, has argued that parametric theory essentially hasn’t met its burden of proof 

in that parametric theory does not actually derive a more elegant system than a rule-based 

system does.  
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The HDP has not been immune to criticism either. Because the HDP is formulated 

as a binary parameter (i.e., languages are either SOV or SVO), it implies that languages 

should be rigid in their approaches to word order; there should be no languages that 

display mixed-headedness. The typological data, however, do show some degree of 

mixed-headedness. The World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS), for example, lists 

14 languages that are OV and prepositional, implying head-final VPs with head-initial 

NPs, and 42 languages that are VO and postpositional, which implies head-initial VPs 

and head-final NPs. Based on these examples, and the fact that even English has marked 

word orders that are not strictly SVO, Newmeyer (2005), for example, has argued that the 

HDP does not describe the observed data closely enough to constitute a true parameter.  

In addition to these typological criticisms, assumptions about the nature and locus 

of cross-linguistic variation have changed as linguistic theory has developed. Under the 

Minimalist Program (MP), the narrow syntax is assumed to be invariant; any cross-

linguistic variation is relegated to the lexicon and the interfaces. Chomsky (1995) argues 

that because any evidence for the variation in the component of human cognition that 

represents and stores meaning, or the conceptual-intentional (C-I) system LF (logical 

form, or semantic representations) and the overt syntax) would have to be indirect and 

therefore difficult to see for children acquiring language, the C-I system is an invariant 

part of UG, constant across languages. This leaves the either the lexicon or the system 

that maps between meaning and phonological form, or PF, as possible loci for variation. 

Because it is difficult to see how PF conditions could derive syntactic variation, under the 

MP, cross-linguistic variation—even word order variation—is relegated to the lexicon.  
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This proposal dates back to Manzini & Wexler’s (1987) Lexical Parameterization 

Hypothesis (LPH). They propose that “values of a parameter are associated not with 

particular grammars, but with particular lexical items” (Manzini & Wexler, 1987, 424). 

Several researchers (Fukui, 1995; Newmeyer, 2004) have noted that the strong version of 

the LPH cannot hold because it predicts, among other things, that a language could have 

one class of verbs that follow their complements and another class of verbs that precede 

their complements. Instead, Fukui (1995) has argued that parametric variation is limited 

to functional categories. Lexical categories are invariant and proscribed by UG. Any 

cross-linguistic variation is due to different features associated with functional categories, 

and also based on which categories the language instantiates in the functional domain. 

Specifically for SLA, Lardiere’s (2009) argument that feature reassembly, and not 

parameter resetting in the classical sense, is the task of the L2 learner is consistent with 

these proposals because features and feature strength are associated with lexical entries. 

Kayne’s (1994) Antisymmetry Hypothesis is another approach to deriving cross-

linguistic differences. Kayne argues that the structural relation that matters for 

linearization is one of asymmetric c-command, and all languages have a basic Spec-

Head-Complement (SVO) word order. Under Kayne’s account, Spec-Complement-Head 

word order (as in SOV languages) is then derived by movement of the complement 

leftward to a functional projection that is structurally higher than the head. The difference 

between Japanese and English is that every functional head in Japanese is equipped with 

strong features that trigger the movement of their complements leftward.1 As Fukui and 

                                                
1 See Fukui and Takano (1998) for an argument that Spec-Complement-Head order is the basic ordering of 
elements in the sentence and that Spec-Head-Complement order is derived by movement of the Head to the 
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Takano (1998) point out, Kayne does not specify or provide any motivation for these 

functional categories. It is unclear what features would trigger not only the movement of 

verbal complements to the left of their heads, but also the movement of NPs to the left of 

the preposition in PPs, yielding noun-postposition order, as well as the movement of 

embedded clauses to the left of the complementizer, yielding TP-COMP order.  

Conceptually, then, Kayne’s Antisymmetry Hypothesis, like lexical-based 

approaches, does significantly reduce the word order options allowed by UG; there are, in 

fact, no options. The only option that UG allows is Spec-Head-Complement (i.e., SVO) 

order, and any word order that deviates must then be derived in some other fashion. 

Deviant word orders, such as SOV, are so well-attested cross-linguistically that they must 

be accounted for somehow, and Kayne proposes that all non-SVO word orders are 

derived via obligatory movement rules. 

The last alternative to parametric variation is a rule-based account (Newmeyer 

2004; 2005). Newmeyer bases this account on the two arguments. The first is that 

typological generalizations do not hold as robustly across languages as parametric theory 

predicts they should; the second is that although linguists might find these differences 

interesting, the child engaged in the language acquisition process doesn’t need to know 

how languages differ, and there is no need to posit parameters to make their job easier. 

With respect to the HDP specifically, Newmeyer (2005) proposes that rather than setting 

the parameter either to head-initial or to head-final, children learn a rule. Children 

learning English learn that in English, heads precede their complements. Children 

acquiring Japanese, on the other hand, learn that in Japanese, complements precede their 
                                                                                                                                            
Spec of vP.  Under this analysis, vP has strong features that need to be checked in English but not in 
Japanese. This account suffers from the same deficiencies as Kayne’s.   
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heads. For Newmeyer, these rules are independent are independent of each other in a way 

that the two settings of the HDP are not. The HDP makes reference to head-complement 

order and provides two options for the same underlying principle. Newmeyer’s proposal, 

on the other hand, does not attempt to unite two word orders under one principle; the 

rules just exist and are unrelated to each other.  

Counter-criticisms 

Critics of the HDP seem to assume that for the HDP to have any descriptive 

power, it must account for all of the typological data instantiated in all languages across 

the world. However, as Baker (2008b) points out, if the HDP does not derive basic word 

order, but if it is instead a property of essentially independent syntactic or lexical 

language-particular features or microparameters, languages should demonstrate a 

relatively normal distribution of various word orders. Concretely, this means that we 

would expect languages to display various relative orderings of heads and complements 

throughout the grammar, and most languages would be mixed headed. Instead, languages 

demonstrate word orders that cluster around head-initial or head-final word orders, and 

mixed headedness is the exception rather than the rule. The typological data, as messy as 

they might seem to be, do still show this: WALS lists 14 languages that have OV word 

order and prepositions and 42 languages that are VO with postpositions. In contrast to 

this, 472 languages have OV word order with postpositions, and 456 languages have VO 

word order and prepositions. In other words, languages overwhelmingly cluster under 

one setting or the other, which we would expect if UG instantiated a binary parameter 

governing word order. This formulation only governs basic, and not marked word orders, 

and does not preclude the possibility that a small minority of the world’s language would 
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demonstrate word orders that differ from SOV or SVO word orders, and that these 

different word orders would be derived by obligatory movement rules. 

Despite the reevaluation of parameters that has taken place in recent years, so-

called macroparameters in general and the HDP in particular have not completely 

disappeared from linguistic theory (e.g., Biberauer, Holmberg, Roberts & Sheehan, 2010). 

Baker (2001, 2008b) argues that macroparameters provide a much greater degree of 

descriptive adequacy when it comes to typological differences only found in different 

language families and should therefore continue to be part of the research agenda in 

linguistic theory.  With respect to HDP specifically, Takaita (2009) argues that the 

Condition on Extraction Domain (CED) effects provide a diagnostic for distinguishing 

between derived head-final structures and underlyingly head-final structures. Japanese 

lacks the CED effects that are observed in Chinese, and so contra Kayne (1994), Takaita 

concludes that Japanese is underlyingly head-final and UG is equipped with the HDP. In 

addition to these descriptive criticisms, the alternatives to parametric variation present 

their own conceptual problems.  

The lexical approaches to cross-linguistic variation are attractive at first blush 

because the lexicon has to be learned regardless of what is instantiated in UG. Under 

lexical analyses, the learning task is reduced from setting the parameters of the target 

language and learning the lexicon to lexical learning only. Presumably, lexical learning 

entails acquiring the appropriate feature strength associated with each lexical entry and 

functional head. However, if we assume for a moment that word order differences are 

derived from feature specifications in the lexicon, and that the narrow syntax contains no 

information about the relative ordering of clauses and their complements, every lexical 
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entry for the heads of phrases must include in its feature specification an ordered pair that 

specifies word order. This ordering can only be learned as the lexical entry is learned.  

For example, under the MP, the feature specifications for the lexical entries for 

the preposition from in English and its Japanese equivalent, kara, might look something 

like (5) and (6) respectively:  

(5) from [+P, <PP, NP>] 

(6) kara [+P, <NP, PP>] 

Similarly, the feature specifications for that in English and to in Japanese might look 

something like (7) and (8) respectively: 

 (7) that [+C, <C, IP>] 

 (8) to [+C, <IP, C>] 

Crucially, under lexical accounts, there is nothing that predicts that a learner of English 

should get (7) “for free” on the basis of knowing (5) or that a learner of Japanese should 

be able to derive (8) on the basis of (6). Under lexical parameterization accounts, there 

are two possible possibilities with respect to how learners acquire word order. The first is 

that learners can project to categories, but not beyond them. In this case, once learners 

acquired the ordered pair for one category, such as adpositions, they would generalize 

that all adpositions obey that ordering—but they would not project that ordering to other 

categories such as complementizers. The other possibility is that learners are not able to 

make predictions about categories in general. That is, there is nothing about lexical 

approaches that enable a learner to assume that, for English, all prepositions precede the 

noun. Instead, the order of every adposition and noun would have to be learned 

independently. The second possibility may be too strong, but there is nothing explicit in 
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the proposals that rules it out. Additionally, given that another assumption of Minimalism 

is that the lexicon does not specify redundant information (Chomsky, 1995); putting the 

burden of specifying relative word order on the lexicon leads to more complexity than 

does postulating one parameter that governs word order throughout the grammar. 

Lexicalist accounts do not provide the learner with the ability to make reasonable 

hypotheses based on the data that extend to structures not encountered in the input data. 

Initially, Kayne’s Antisymmetry Hypothesis seems to fair better than the lexical 

parameterization approach with respect to governing the hypothesis space, and to fair as 

well as the HDP does. The learner’s task is not to determine the correct parameter setting, 

but to determine whether the language has obligatory movement of complements to the 

left of the head. However, rather than reducing the complexity of the narrow syntax, this 

proposal is actually more complicated and more abstract than a binary option provided by 

UG is. In essence, the Antisymmetry Hypothesis simply shifts the locus of the 

complexity from the narrow syntax to the domain of language-specific functional 

categories. There is nothing internal to the Antisymmetry Hypothesis that allows OV 

word orders to emerge as a natural consequence of the theory and obligatory movement 

due to the presence of strong features is still a stipulation. This hypothesis constitutes a 

parameter of a different sort; the parameter is not that UG permits either head-

complement order or complement-head order, the parameter is the presence or absence of 

an obligatory movement rule.2 This does seem to reduce the learning task; the learner 

does not learn relative ordering, but does learn a movement rule. However, the 

                                                
2 Additionally, Fukui and Takano (1998) point out that Japanese displays little to no independent evidence 
for movement operations such as wh- movement, and so it is strange that all XP complements would 
require movement in Japanese and not in English, which does demonstrate wh- movement.  
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Antisymmetry Hypothesis does require that roughly half of the world’s languages derive 

their basic word order via movement. This means that learners of these languages would 

need to postulate strong features, functional categories, and movement operations for 

which there may be little direct evidence in the input. Not only does this proposal still 

rely on some type of parameter governing word order (a movement rule, in this case), it is 

actually more complicated and more abstract than a binary option provided by UG would 

be. The most parsimonious position is that UG makes available a parameter that governs 

the relative order of heads and their complements. 

SLA and Parameter Setting 

 L2 learners face the same challenge as children learning the L1: they need to 

create a linguistic system based on the input available to them that will allow them to 

understand and to speak the L2. A central question for early work in L2 acquisition was 

whether L2 learners have access to UG (see White, 2003 for an overview). Hypotheses 

about access to UG fell into three categories: no access, best represented by the 

Fundamental Difference Hypothesis (FDH) (Bley-Vroman, 1990), partial access theories, 

and full access, best represented by Full-Access/Full-Transfer (Schwartz, 1998). No 

access theories hold that the observed difficulties that adults have with second language 

acquisition is due to the fact that they do not have access to UG, and instead rely on 

general learning principles. Any success in SLA, then, is due to a general ability to learn 

and internalize patterns and rules extended to language. These theories predict that L2 

grammars should be ‘wild’, and that there should be no evidence for Poverty of the 

Stimulus effects in SLA. Partial access theories hold that learners have access to UG 

through the settings instantiated in the L1, but that settings in the L2 that are different 
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from those of the L1 are not available through UG. Because they may be robust in the 

input, these settings are not, in principle, unacquirable, but they are not constrained by 

UG. Full Access theories hold that UG, and all that it instantiates, remains available to 

the L2 learner.3 Full Access does not preclude the possibility of the L2 learner 

misinterpreting the input available, but does predict that interlanguage grammars will be 

constrained by UG, and that settings in the L2 that are different from those of the L1 are 

acquirable. Logically, any investigation of parameter setting in SLA must assume at least 

some role for UG; otherwise the question of whether learners can acquire new parameter 

settings makes no sense. 

Related to the issue of UG access is the question of what role the L1 plays in L2 

acquisition. There are two main proposals in the literature: Vainikka and Young-

Scholten’s Minimal Trees Hypothesis (1996, 1994) and Full Transfer (Schwartz 1998). 

Based on data from L1 Korean and Turkish learners of L2 German, Vainikka and Young-

Scholten propose that learners initially transfer the lexical categories, namely the VP, 

with its selectional properties and word order, from the L1, and then build functional 

categories as L2 proficiency increases. This predicts that learners’ early grammars would 

instantiate word order settings from the L1, but that these could be reset based on the L2 

input. Because functional categories are built successively, from an underspecified 

Functional Projection (FP) to IP to CP, there should be no evidence of L1 transfer in the 

                                                
3 Herschenshon (2000) points out that ‘UG’ often refers to two things: the formal linguistic properties that 
govern and define language, and the functional learning strategy that propels L1 acquisition. She argues 
that it is important to keep the two separate, and that the formal properties remain while the functional 
aspect is lost after L1 acquisition. Full Access is a proposal about access to the formal properties of 
language, not the functional learning strategy. 
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functional domain; from the point that they first emerge these categories should reflect 

the proper L2 settings.  

Full Transfer is the first part of Schwartz and Sprouse’s (1996) Full Transfer/Full 

Access (FT/FA) hypothesis. Their proposal is that the L1 grammar is transferred in its 

entirety to the L2, and that failure to parse the L2 input triggers parameter resetting. For 

both Minimal Trees and FT/FA, UG remains available to the learner, so both predict that 

the HDP, if indeed part of UG, guides acquisition. However, because Minimal Trees 

proposes that the functional domain is not projected in early interlanguage grammars, 

beginning learners should have no intuitions about the head-directionality of the CP. 

 These two questions gave rise to a number of studies investigating the ability of 

L2 learners to reset parameters. Cross-linguistic differences thought to be due to 

parametric differences investigated in the literature include the verb movement parameter 

(e.g. Ayoun 1999) null-subject parameter (e.g., Park, 2004; Rothman and Iverson, 2007), 

and noun compounding (Slabakova, 2002). The general consensus for all of these 

linguistic phenomena—and many others (see White, 2003) for an overview—is that 

parameter resetting is possible in SLA.  

The HDP has not been subject to the same degree of intense investigation as other 

parametric differences4 (Braidi 1999). One of the few studies that has sought to examine 

L2 acquisition of a language that is typologically different from the L1 is Haznedar’s 

(1997) research with Erdem, an L1 Turkish child learning English in the UK. Haznedar 

                                                
4 Maleki (2005) is one of the rare studies that looks at the L2 acquisition of the HDP; he seeks to compare 
Turkish L1 speakers, whom he claims already have the head-initial setting, and Persian L1 speakers 
(Persian is head-final) in their relative ease of acquisition of L2 English (head-initial). However, Turkish is 
SOV (Goksel, 2005) and normally analyzed as a head-final language, so it is difficult to see how this study 
actually investigates the HDP and L2 acquisition, much less draw any conclusions about the availability of 
the HDP in SLA from the results of this study. 
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found that Erdem initially produced head-final VPs in English. Haznedar takes this as 

evidence that Erdem transferred the head-final setting of Turkish to English. Haznedar’s 

data also show that after about four months, Erdem produced only head-initial VPs in 

English, suggesting that Erdem had reset the HDP to the correct English setting. One 

weakness of this study is that Haznedar relied on production data, thus somewhat 

confounding the issue of the acquisition of the HDP.  

 In addition to recasting some of the assumptions of generative syntactic theory 

and research, the advent of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995) recast the 

discussion in SLA research as well. Herschenshon (2000) proposes that Minimalism 

provides a reasonably good account of the L2 acquisition data and points out that if the 

Minimalist proposal of a universal narrow syntax is accurate, the question of access to 

UG is a trivial one—UG does not constrain cross-linguistic variation in the classical 

sense—and that all L2 acquisition reduces to morpholexical learning. Lardiere (2009) 

proposes that SLA researchers abandon the classical formulations of parameters as the 

tools with which to investigate the L2 acquisition and begin investigating whether and 

how L2 learners (re)assemble the formal features of the L2. Recent experimental research 

is cast in terms of the successful acquisition of feature strength (e.g., Park, 2004; Ayoun 

1999), but regardless of the theoretical framework adopted, research has demonstrated 

that L2 learners can acquire parameter settings for the L2 that differ from the L1. 

The HDP and Predictions about Acquisition 

One appeal of the MP is that positing an invariant narrow syntax reduces the 

messiness inherent in the principles and parameters model, which held that the narrow 

syntax contains myriad options, and yields a cleaner, more elegant theory of syntax. As a 
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theoretical desideratum, however, elegance is only useful as far as it also allows the 

theory to explain the data—including the acquisition data. Although parameters have 

been questioned as a powerful descriptive tool in examining cross-linguistic variation, L1 

and L2 acquisition data can provide another crucial source of information about language 

because the acquisition data can provide an insight into the implicit hypotheses learners 

make about the TL. This allows researchers to investigate whether putative parameters 

actually guide the acquisition process. Since parametric theory purports to explain 

language acquisition, these data ought to play a role in testing the validity of proposed 

parameters. 

For example, if UG is equipped with a parameter that allows learners to set the 

order of heads and complements and thus to derive the basic word order for the VP, the 

parameter should also allow learners to hypothesize about the relative order of heads and 

complements for all XPs throughout the grammar. At this point, whether the target 

language (TL) in question actually demonstrates consistent parameter settings for all XPs 

is irrelevant. Learners formulate an initial hypothesis to test against the linguistic data 

they encounter in the input. Evidence that does not fit the initial hypothesis would then 

have to be accounted for in other ways. This does not preclude the possibility that cross-

linguistic options, be they derived via movement (like V2 in German and Dutch), from 

differences in feature strength (+wh- in English and –wh- in Chinese and Japanese), or 

from interface conditions, would obscure the basic word order of heads and complements 

in a given language. 

Unfortunately, the L1 acquisition data do not provide a clear picture on this matter 

even though research in L1 acquisition has shown that children are incredibly sensitive to 
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word order cues (Clancy, 1985; Crain & Lillo-Martin, 1999; Guasti, 2004; Lust, 2006).  

In an overview of English L1 acquisition, O’Grady (1997) notes that children as young as 

two almost never produce the ungrammatical OV word order.  Sugisaki (2008) notes that 

even though Japanese is a free word order language, children learning Japanese know that 

the unmarked word order of Japanese is OV, which forms the bulk of these children’s 

utterances. The problem with these, and similar L1 acquisition data, is that the word 

orders attested in children’s speech are well-attested in the input (e.g., verb-complement, 

adposition-complement), and there is no need to posit a parameter to account for them. 

This would hold for studies that do not use child production data, such as those that 

employ gaze direction during comprehension (e.g., Hirsch-Pasek & Golinkoff, 1996).  

Adult SLA provides another avenue to explore the relative merit of the HDP. 

Unlike L1 acquisition, in which there is no way to control for the input children receive, 

classroom SLA allows researchers to be reasonably certain what input and what 

instruction learners have received. This means that the HDP can be tested with learners of 

an L2 that is typologically different from their L1 who have received input regarding V-O 

and adposition-N order, but not other head-final word orders, such as sentence-question 

word and complementizer-clause word orders. If we assume that the HDP exists and that 

L2 learners use the input data to generalize beyond the input, then we should see an 

extension of head-complement order throughout the grammar once the parameter is fixed. 

This means that L2 learners would extend the head-complement order to structures they 

have not been exposed to, either formally or informally.  

Previous research on head-directionality in SLA is limited in that it has examined 

anaphoric preferences based on word order (e.g., Flynn, 1987) or it has examined basic 
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word order without reference to other parts of the grammar (Haznedar, 2001). In addition, 

it is necessary to isolate production problems in L2 data because variability in this 

domain can lead to wrong conclusions about underlying competence (e.g., White, 2003). 

The present study, then, will use L2 data from a non-production task to see if learners 

extend head directionality to structures they have not yet encountered in the input. If they 

do, this would provide powerful evidence for a parametric setting based on the relative 

ordering of heads and complements.  

Research Methodology 

 SLA research has relied on two basic ways of collecting data: production tasks 

and non-production tasks whose purpose is to tap underlying linguistic competence. The 

competence/performance distinction is central to linguistic theory. Because production 

can be negatively affected by all kinds of external pressures, the subject of investigation 

ought not to be what speakers produce, but it ought to be what speakers intuitively know 

about their native language, or their linguistic competence, along the lines of Chomsky 

(1965). The point here is that performance, even L1 performance, may be subject to all 

sorts of pressures and performance errors and therefore may not be a reliable source of 

data. Additionally, performance data only provide information about what is possible in a 

language, and a theory of language needs to be able to explain not only what is possible 

but also what is impossible. This knowledge is part of the speaker’s linguistic 

competence. Linguistic performance is dependent upon linguistic competence, but the 

converse is not necessarily true; linguistic competence is theoretically and logically 

independent of linguistic performance.  
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 For SLA work on formal properties of language, it is particularly necessary to 

distinguish between competence and performance because, as Lardiere (1998) argues, 

performance errors for L2 speakers do not necessarily entail deficiencies in the speakers’ 

underlying representation and L2 competence. Much of the work on the L2 acquisition of 

the HDP relies on performance data (e.g., Haznedar, 2001), and although this provides 

evidence that, learners can reset the word order of the VP, it does not entail that the 

parameter actually guides the acquisition process. Because a key part of parametric 

theory is that parameters govern more than just one aspect of the grammar, additional 

evidence for the presence of the HDP in SLA needs to come from intuitions about parts 

of the grammar for which learners have received no input or instruction. Concretely, if 

the HDP is active in SLA, English L1 learners of L2 Japanese should have, based on their 

knowledge of head-final declarative sentences, a competence in the TL with respect to 

embedded clauses and other head-final structures beyond what they have been taught or 

can produce. 

Most research into learners’ underlying competence has relied on some form of an 

off-line task, such as a truth-value judgment tasks, matching tasks, and grammaticality 

judgment tasks. Grammaticality judgment tasks, perhaps because of the central role they 

have in tapping native speaker competence in linguistic research, have been particularly 

popular for testing L2 learners’ knowledge of syntactic properties of the target language. 

However, because off-line tasks, and particularly grammaticality judgment tasks, can 

appeal to meta-linguistic knowledge, it can be difficult to be sure whether researchers 

have actually tapped underlying competence, or whether participants are using meta-

linguistic knowledge to complete the task. 
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 Consequently, in recent years, online tasks, such as self-paced reading, have been 

increasingly used as a way to measure learners’ competence. In self-paced reading, 

participants read sentences a word or a phrase at a time and then they answer a question 

about the sentence they read. This means that they are focused on the meaning of the 

sentence. Much like grammaticality judgment tasks, participants read both grammatical 

and ungrammatical sentences, but, unlike grammaticality judgment tasks, they are not 

being asked to focus on the grammar of the sentences. Sentences are presented on a 

computer screen one word or phrase at a time, and reading times are collected in 

milliseconds for each region. Native speakers demonstrate slower reading times on 

ungrammatical word orders than on the grammatical equivalent. Self-paced reading has 

been used with L2 learners to test grammatical sensitivity to a variety of features as well.  

 Self-paced reading provides an effective way to test L2 learners’ knowledge of 

the HDP. Testing the psycholinguistic validity of the HDP requires evidence that learners 

have generalized beyond the input, namely from OV and N-PP word orders to novel 

constructions such as questions and embedded clauses, even though they have received 

neither input nor instruction5 on those orders. Self-paced reading allows us to see whether 

learners demonstrate grammatical sensitivity to ungrammatical complementizer-clause 

word orders as they read sentences. If reading times are higher on ungrammatical 

sentences than on grammatical sentences, then this provides evidence that learners have 

                                                
5 L2 learners of Japanese may be told that unlike English, which has SVO word order, Japanese is SOV. 
Even if they do receive this instruction, however, this is metalinguistic information, which does not 
constitute input and therefore does not contribute to the developing linguistic system (e.g., White, 2003). In 
addition, this instruction concentrates on the order of the object and the verb; it implies nothing about the 
nature of embedded clauses in Japanese; learners should not be able to reset the parameter or generalize to 
the word order of embedded clauses on the basis of this information alone. 
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generalized beyond the input in declarative sentences and have a grammar for Japanese 

that demonstrates the head-final setting of the HDP. 

The Present Thesis 

 This thesis presents two studies designed to test the psycholinguistic validity of 

the HDP in English L1 learners of L2 Japanese. Chapter 3 reports a study in which 

participants were tested on their sensitivity to violations of grammatical head-final 

clause-complementizer word order in embedded clauses. These participants were tested 

after having had one semester of Japanese instruction, and no exposure to, or instruction 

about, embedded clauses. In the study presented in Chapter 4, participants were tested on 

their sensitivity to violations of grammatical word orders in both polar questions and 

embedded clauses. These participants had had no prior exposure to L2 Japanese. In both 

cases, reading times were taking as a measure of grammatical sensitivity. 
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Chapter III 

Study 1 

The present study seeks to see what sensitivities English L1 (SVO) learners of Japanese 

L2 (SOV) have toward the headedness of Japanese embedded clauses. Using an online 

task as a test of grammatical sensitivity, English L1 learners of Japanese as an L2 were 

tested after they had received both instruction and input on the word order of declarative 

sentences (OV), and the order of nouns and particles (N-PP), but had not received 

instruction on embedded clauses.   

     The research question for this study is: 

On the basis of being exposed to head-final VPs and post-positional phrases, will 

English L1 learners of Japanese as an L2 who have received no previous input or 

instruction on embedded clauses in Japanese also demonstrate knowledge of head 

direction with embedded clause markers in an online task? 

Assuming that the HDP guides the acquisition of word order, the hypothesis is that these 

learners will assume that embedded clauses in Japanese have clause-complementizer 

word order. 

Method and Procedure 

Participants 

 Non-native speaking (NNS) participants were recruited from students enrolled in 

Japanese classes at Texas Tech University.  The study was conducted at the end of 

January 2011, at which time all participants had had one semester of Japanese language 

instruction.  They had not explicitly studied embedded clauses, and had had minimal, if 
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any, exposure to embedded clauses.  Heritage speakers and anyone who had knowledge 

of another OV language were excluded from the study.  A group of native Japanese 

speakers (NS) served as controls. In the end, the groups consisted of 17 L2 learners of 

Japanese, and 10 native speakers.  

Materials 

 The researchers created all of the materials used in this study (see Appendices A 

and B).  To test for knowledge of the headedness of embedded clauses, participants read 

30 sentences. Ten of these sentences were the target sentences with embedded clauses.  

Participants read five sentences with grammatical head-final embedded clauses and five 

ungrammatical sentences with the complementizer preceding the embedded clause, as 

illustrated in (1a-b): 

 (1)  a.	 たなかさんは	 	 	 たろうが	 	 	 かえった	 	 と	 	 	 	 まちがって	 	 
	 	 	 	 	      Tanaka-san-wa Taro-ga         kaet-ta        to           machigatte 
      Tanaka-HON-TOP       Taro-NOM     leave-PST      COMP      wrongly   
               おもっています6。 
                  omot-te-imasu.     

  think-PROG-BE. 
 
 	 	 	 	 	 	 b.	 *たなかさんは	 	 	 と	 	 	 たろうが	 	 	 かえった	 	 まちがって	 	 	 
	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san-wa  to  Taro-ga         kaet-ta          machigatte 

  *Tanaka-HON-TOP      COMP   Taro-NOM     leave-PST     wrongly  
      おもっています。 
                 omot-te-imasu   

   thing-PROG-BE 
 
     	 	 	 	      ‘Tanaka-san wrongly thinks that Taro left.’ 

To provide a spillover region, each sentence also contained an adverb between the 

embedded clause and the matrix verb.  

                                                
6 The English glosses and translations are given for the reader. Participants read either the grammatical 
version or the ungrammatical version, and did not see the glosses or the translations.  
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 The remaining twenty sentences consisted of two types:  relative clauses that 

served as distractors and sentences in which the nominative or accusative case particle 

had been dropped.  The sentences in which the case particle had been dropped served as 

fillers.  Both the distracters and the fillers had grammatical and ungrammatical versions 

of each sentence type.  Non-participant native speakers of Japanese read the sentences to 

make sure the grammatical sentences were well-formed and the ungrammatical ones were 

indeed ungrammatical.   

To ensure that participants were reading for meaning, each stimulus sentence was 

followed by a comprehension question in Japanese.  The comprehension question for (1) 

is given in (2): 

 (2)  たろうが	 かえりましたか。 
        Taro-ga       kaeri-mashi-ta-ka. 
        Taro-nom    leave-POL-PST-Q 
  	  ‘Did Taro leave?’ 
   a.  かえりました。 
                  Kaeri-mashi-ta. 
       leave-POL-PST 

‘Yes’ 
   b.	 かえりませんでした。 
  Kaeri-mas-en-deshi-ta 
  leave-POL-NEG-COP-PST 
  ‘No’ 
 
 All of the sentences were written in hiragana and katakana, the two phonetic 

syllabaries of the Japanese writing system. Katakana is a phonetic script used for loan 

words, and in this case, was used to render the names John and Mary, and for lexical 

items like cereal and coffee which have been borrowed from English into Japanese.  

Hiragana is a phonetic script that is normally used for grammatical functions like case 

markers and inflectional morphology.  All Japanese words can be written phonetically 
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using hiragana, and it is often used with beginning learners in place of the characters. 

SuperLab does not encode Japanese characters with the pronunciation written above them, 

so, in order to ensure that lack of character knowledge would not hinder lack of 

comprehension, all sentences were presented using only hiragana and katakana.   

Procedure 

 Because the NNS participants had not been exposed to embedded clauses in their 

Japanese classes, they lacked some of the necessary vocabulary for this study.  They were 

taught that the Japanese particle to is equivalent to the English word that and a few key 

lexical items like the Japanese equivalents of the verbs to think, to believe, and to know. 

Participants were not given any examples and received no practice or input on clauses. 

Immediately after learning these words, they completed the online reading task7.  

Participants were tested individually in the L2 psycholinguistics lab at Texas Tech 

University using SuperLab 4.0. Sitting in front of a computer, they first read a series of 

instructions, and completed five practice sentences in English to familiarize themselves 

with the equipment.  The test sentences were then presented using self-paced reading. In 

self-paced reading, participants read sentences on a computer screen one segment at a 

time. Participants press a pacing button to move from segment to segment. Each press of 

the button causes the first segment to disappear and the next segment to appear. Previous 

segments of the sentence cannot be read once they disappear from the screen. Reading 

times are recorded in milliseconds. Reading times on critical segments of each sentence 

serve as measures of implicit sensitivity to grammaticality. 

                                                
7 A rationale for using self-paced reading as well as a general background on research methodology is 
given in Chapter 2. 
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The sentences containing embedded clauses were divided into four regions.  The 

regions for (1a-b) are indicated in (3a-b), with slash marks in the Japanese sentences 

denoting the various regions:  

(3)   a.たなかさんは	 \	 	 たろうが	 	 かえった	 	 	 と	 	 \	 	 まちがって	 \	 	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP \   Taro-NOM       leave-PST   COMP \        wrongly  \ 
       1    2   3 

おもっています。 
                 thinks 
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  4 

	 b.	 	 *たなかさんは	 \	 と	 	 	 たろうが	 	 かえった	 	 \	 まちがって\	 	 
	 	 	 *Tanaka-san-TOP \  COMP  Taro-NOM    leave-PST \      wrongly \ 
     1    2       3  
	 	 	 	 	 おもっています	 

thinks 
   4      
   

For these sentences, the reading times in region 2, the embedded clause, and region 3 (the 

spill-over region) immediately following the embedded clause were examined. 

The sentences were presented using a split-block design. Block A contained the 

grammatical versions of the first five sentences of each sentence type and the 

ungrammatical versions of the last five sentences of each sentence type along with 

distractors. Block B contained the ungrammatical versions of the first five sentences of 

each sentence type and the grammatical versions of the last five sentences of each 

sentence type along with distractors. All sentences were presented in random order. Half 

of the participants read block A, and then completed two distractor tasks: a 

grammaticality judgment task and a picture description task. This group then read block 

B. The other half of the participants read block B, then completed the grammaticality 

judgment task and the picture description task before finally reading block A. Participants 
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responded to the comprehension questions by selecting the appropriate response, A or B, 

on a Cedrus RB-730 response pad. 

To ensure participants had knowledge of basic head directionality, participants 

were also given an off-line grammaticality judgment task during their normal class period. 

Participants read 18 sentences, six of which were targets and 12 of which were distractors. 

Of the targets, three contained grammatical SOV word order and three contained 

ungrammatical SVO word order. Participants were to mark sentences “possible” or 

“impossible” and to correct impossible sentences. 

Scoring  

 The offline grammaticality judgment tasks were scored first. Participants had to 

correctly accept all SOV sentences and reject and correct all *SVO sentences. Average 

reading times for each region were then calculated.  The difference between the 

nonnative speakers’ reading times for regions 2 and 3 on grammatical and ungrammatical 

sentence types was compared. 

Results 

Knowledge of VO Order 

The native speaker group, tested individually, correctly accepted all grammatical 

sentences and rejected all ungrammatical sentences. All NNSs also correctly accepted all 

sentences with grammatical SOV word orders and rejected all sentences with 

ungrammatical SVO word orders. Thus, the NNS group demonstrated knowledge that the 

Japanese VP is head final in declarative sentences. 
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Embedded Clauses 

When reading times were examined for these sentences, it became clear that 

SuperLab had not recorded reading times for one of the ungrammatical target sentences 

in the block of sentences that Group B read. Consequently, the reading times on that 

sentence and on the comparable grammatical sentence were removed from our data for 

all participants. This left us with 8 target sentences, and only these were used in 

computing mean reading times. Mean reading times and standard deviations for both 

groups on grammatical and ungrammatical regions are given in Table 2.1. As can be seen, 

both the NSs and the NNSs have longer reading times on ungrammatical embedded 

clauses. Both groups also have longer reading times on the spillover regions in 

ungrammatical sentences. 

In order to determine whether these perceived differences were significant, two one-way 

ANOVAs with Group (NS vs. NNS) for the between groups effect and grammaticality 

for the within-groups effect were run. The first ANOVA on the target regions yielded a 

main effect for Grammaticality, F(1, 26) = 64.161, p < .001, η2 
partial = .72. The second 

ANOVA on the spillover regions also yielded an effect for Grammaticality, F(1,26) = 

10.678, p = .003, η2 
partial = .30. The analyses also yielded an interaction for Group x 

Grammaticality for targets, F(1,26) = 36.256, p = <.001, η2 
partial  = .59, an a marginal 

interaction for Group x Spillover, F(1, 26) = 3.277, p = .08, η2 = .12.  
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Table 3.1 
 
Mean Reading Times in Milliseconds for Embedded Clause and Spillover Regions 

Native Speakers (n=10) L2 Learners (n=17)  

M SD M SD 

Region 2: Embedded     

Clauses 

    

    Grammatical 1315 484 9699 2698 

    Ungrammatical 2134 801 12271 3584 

Region 3: Spillover     

     Grammatical 549 116 2727 693 

     Ungrammatical 647 182 3349 3858 

 

To determine the source of the interactions, paired t-tests were performed on the 

target regions. For the L2 Group on targets, the t-tests yielded a significant difference in 

reading times between grammatical and ungrammatical target regions, t(16) = 7.151, p 

< .001. For the NS group, the analysis also revealed a significant difference between 

grammatical and ungrammatical target reading times, t(9) = 5.12, p = .001. Thus, 

although the NNSs’ reading times were comparatively slower than the NSs’ reading 

times on the targets, both groups show significantly longer reading times on 

ungrammatical clauses than grammatical clauses. Because the NSs and the NNSs 

patterned the same way, the interaction can only be due to the NNSs slowing down even 

more than the NSs. For the spillover regions, the t-tests yielded the following: NNSs, 

t(16) = .693, p = .50, and for NSs, t(9) = 1.891, p = .09. Once again, the NNSs and the 
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NSs patterned the same way, with only a very weak trend toward a difference in readings 

times for the NSs. Thus, the interaction must be due to the relatively overall slower 

reading times for the NNSs.  

Individual Results 

 Because the previous results relate to group means, the data for individual 

patterns of behavior among the participants were also examined. Table 2.2 contains the 

list of individual reading times for all 27 participants on both grammatical and 

ungrammatical targets. As can be seen, for both natives and nonnatives, 100% of the 

population observed the pattern of performance. That is, every single participant, whether 

NS or NNS, slowed down on the ungrammatical clauses compared to the grammatical 

clauses. 
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Table 3.2 
 
Individual Reading Times in Milliseconds for Grammatical and Ungrammatical Targets 
Participant Number Grammatical Targets Ungrammatical Targets 
NNS   

1 15823.88 21235.00 
2 10790.00 14987.25 
3 6121.50 6651.88 
4 6581.00 7403.75 
5 6739.75 9322.38 
6 6208.88 9107.13 
7 14106.88 15242.63 
8 10888.50 14317.75 
9 11653.88 13644.50 
10 10912.25 15706.88 
11 11222.63 13639.13 
12 9319.75 12811.00 
13 8625.13 12356.38 
14 8976.25 11434.00 
15 9168.88 9441.13 
16 7782.00 9923.63 
17 9976.13 11384.75 

 
NS   

18 1058.25 1435.38 
19 1943.63 2629.00 
20 1153.13 1743.88 
21 2099.25 3604.13 
22 1948.38 2883.13 
23 1154.25 1443.38 
24 1078.50 2556.13 
25 855.00 2257.63 
26 1041.25 1853.38 
27 827.00 939.00 

 

Discussion 

 To answer the research question, the English L1 learners of Japanese L2 in this 

study demonstrated sensitivity to violations of grammatical complement-head word order 

of Japanese embedded clauses. Although these learners had not received any instruction 

involving embedded clauses, they patterned the same way as the native speaker control 
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group with longer reading times on ungrammatical embedded clauses. This sensitivity to 

violations of embedded clause-complementizer word order suggests that these learners 

knew that Japanese is a head-final language and that they assumed that Japanese 

embedded clauses are also head-final and therefore also follow the order clause-

complementizer.  

These results, then, provide tentative support for the hypothesis that these learners 

have access to something like the HDP—and suggest that they had set the parameter to 

head-final very early in their course of acquisition of Japanese, probably based on OV 

word order (and bolstered by noun-particle order). Another way to describe these results 

is this: at the outset of the study, the participants already had the syntax in place—that is, 

they had set the syntax to head-final—and the missing piece for clause structure was the 

lexical item (to) with which to fill C.  

One objection to this conclusion, however, comes from the nature of question 

formation in Japanese. Japanese is a wh-in-situ language, and questions are formed by 

replacing the noun that is being questioned with the question word, nan(i), and attaching 

the particle ka to the end of the sentence, as (4) and demonstrates:  

(4) a. Taro-ga      jyuji-han-ni   ki-mas-u. 
          Taro-NOM  ten-thirty-at   come-POL-DECL 
        ‘Taro is coming at ten-thirty’ 
 
        b. Taro-ga      nan-ji-ni         kimasu-ka? 
 Taro-NOM  what-time-at   come-Q 
 ‘What time is Taro coming?’ 
 

Polar questions are formed by adding ka to the end of the sentence: 

 (5) Taro-ga     kimasu-ka? 
       Taro-NOM coming-Q 
         ‘Is Taro coming?’ 
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The standard analysis of question formation in Japanese is that the particle ka occurs in C 

(e.g., Taguchi, 2007). The Japanese learners who participated in this study had not only 

had instruction on question formation in Japanese but, given that they received their 

Japanese instruction in the classroom, they had also presumably received a substantial 

amount of input involving questions. Consequently, it is possible that these learners had 

already projected a head-final CP based on the structure of questions, and that their 

intuitions about the head-final nature of embedded clauses is due to the head-final nature 

questions in Japanese, and not necessarily due to the HDP. Study 2 is designed to address 

this limitation. 
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Chapter IV 

Study 2 

 This study seeks to address the weakness—namely, participants’ knowledge of 

question formation in Japanese, and therefore possible knowledge of the head-final nature 

of Japanese CPs—of the study presented in the previous chapter. Unlike the participants 

in the previous study, participants in this study had had no exposure to Japanese prior to 

the study, and were exposed to word order in Japanese (OV, N-P) through an input 

treatment condition. To address the weakness of study 2, the input participants received 

was controlled to ensure that all of the sentences to which participants were exposed were 

declarative sentences, and they were not exposed to complementizers or CPs. After the 

treatment portion, participants were tested for their grammatical sensitivity to word order 

in the sentences to which they had been exposed and also to sentences containing CPs.  

 The research question for this study is: 

On the basis of exposure to SOV word order in declarative sentences and 

sentences containing PPs, will participants demonstrate implicit 

knowledge of the head-final nature of Japanese polar questions and 

embedded clauses in an online task? 

Assuming that the HDP guides the acquisition of word order, the hypothesis of this thesis 

is that participants will demonstrate knowledge of the head-final nature of polar questions 

and embedded clauses in Japanese without instruction on or exposure to these two 

constructions. 
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Method and Procedure 

Participants 

 Participants were 40 people affiliated in some way with Texas Tech University in 

the spring of 2012. 37 of these participants were undergraduates, two were graduate 

students, and one was employed by the university. Participants were recruited through an 

announcement posted on TechAnnounce, the university’s listserv. All participants were 

monolingually-raised, native speakers of English who had had no exposure to Japanese 

and who, if they had had experience studying a foreign language, had only studied French 

or Spanish. Crucially, prior to the study, they had had no knowledge of or exposure to a 

head-final language. 

Materials 

Treatment Portion 

 The researcher created all of the materials used in this study (see Appendices C, 

and D). This study contained two parts: a treatment portion and a posttreatment 

assessment. Because these participants had had no knowledge of Japanese, the treatment 

portion was constructed to teach participants basic vocabulary and word order. In order to 

learn basic Japanese vocabulary and word order, participants heard a sentence read out 

loud while also looking at a picture that illustrated the sentence. To provide additional 

input, the written version of the sentence was included with the picture. All sentences 

were presented using the Hepburn Romanization system (see below). Sentences were 

presented in groups of five, followed by a set of three questions about the sentences 

participants had just heard. Five names were used in the materials and recycled 

throughout the sentences. Participants were exposed to 100 sentences total. 
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 The first ten sets of five sentences, as well as the quiz sentences that followed 

them were all declarative sentences consisting of a proper name for the subject, an 

inanimate noun for an object, and a non-finite verb, demonstrating basic SOV word order 

and served to introduce vocabulary to participants. Participants saw the instructions given 

in (1) and then the first set of five sentences, which are given in (2): 

(1) You will hear a series of sentences about Taro, accompanied by a picture.     
      Listen to each sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
(2) a. Taro-ga     banana-o       taberu. 

     Taro-NOM  banana-ACC eat 
     ‘Taro eats a banana.’ 

     b. Taro-ga      ringo-o      taberu. 
    Taro-NOM  apple-ACC  eat 
    ‘Taro eats an apple.’ 

      c. Taro-ga      orenji-o       taberu. 
     Taro-NOM  orange-ACC eat 
     ‘Taro eats an orange.’ 

      d.  Taro-ga       meron-o      taberu. 
      Taro-NOM   melon-ACC    eat 
  ‘Taro eats melon.’ 
 e. Taro-ga        keiki-o     taberu. 
     Taro-NOM    cake-ACC eat 
     ‘Taro eats cake.’ 
 

After participants had completed this set of five sentences, they saw the set of 

instructions given in (3) and completed a quiz in which they had to match the sentence 

they heard with the picture on the screen. The quiz sentences that followed the sentences 

in (2) are given in (4): 

(3) Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that  
      sentence. 

 
(4) a. Taro-ga banana-o taberu. 
      b. Taro-ga ringo-o taberu. 
      c. Taro-ga orenji-o taberu. 
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This procedure was repeated throughout the treatment portion. The first five sets of 

sentences, or the first 25 sentences, used the same five names and the same verb, but 

varied the object. The next five sets of five sentences, or sentences 26-50, varied the verb, 

and kept the object constant: 

 (5) a. Mary-ga     shinbun-o          nageru. 
           Mary-NOM newspaper-ACC throw. 

          ‘Mary throws the newspaper.’ 
       b. Mary-ga     shinbun-o          miru. 
           Mary-NOM newspaper-ACC see 
           ‘Mary sees the newspaper.’ 
       c. Mary-ga     shinbun-o          sawaru. 
           Mary-NOM newspaper-ACC touch 
           ‘Mary touches the newspaper.’ 
       d. Mary-ga    shinbun-o           kaku. 
           Mary-NOM newspaper-ACC write 

                       ‘Mary writes a newspaper.’ 
       e. Mary-ga shinbun-o yomu. 
           Mary-NOM newspaper-ACC read 

                       ‘Mary reads the newspaper.’ 
 

In order to provide additional evidence for the head-final nature of Japanese, the 

last 50 sentences added postpositional phrases to the basic sentence. For all of these 

sentences, the location varied, but the subject, verb, and object were kept the same: 

 (6) a. Taro-ga      toshokan-de   hon-o        sagasu. 
          Taro-NOM   library-LOC    book-ACC  look for 

‘Taro looks for books in the library.’ 
      b. Taro-ga        kyoushitsu-de   hon-o        sagasu. 

Taro-NOM  classroom-LOC  book-ACC look for 
‘Taro looks for books in the classroom.’ 

      c. Taro-ga       kichin-de       hon-o        sagasu 
          Taro-NOM   kitchen-LOC   book-ACC look for 
          ‘Taro looks for books in the kitchen.’ 
      d. Taro-ga       heya-de           hon-o        sagasu. 
          Taro-NOM   bedroom-LOC  book-ACC  look for 
          ‘Taro looks for books in (his) bedroom.’ 
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e. Taro-ga       kouen-de     hon-o        sagasu. 

           Taro-NOM   park-LOC     book-ACC  look for 
‘Taro looks for (his) book in the park.’ 
 

Immediately after completing the treatment portion of this study, participants completed 

the assessment portion. 

Assessment Portion 

The materials used in the assessment portion contained three sentence types: 

declarative sentences, embedded clauses, and polar questions with ka. Participants were 

randomly split into two groups. All participants read simple SOV sentences of the same 

kind as they saw in the treatment portion. Half of the participants also read polar 

questions with ka, and the other half read embedded clauses headed by to. There were 12 

sentences of each type; six were grammatical and six were ungrammatical. Participants 

read the each sentence and then answered a question, in English, about each sentence. 

Examples (5)-(6) demonstrate items for SOV sentences, polar questions, and embedded 

clauses, respectively.  

 (5) a.  Reiko-ga orenji-o miru. 
            b. *Reiko ga miru orenji-o 

           ‘Reiko sees an orange.’8 
 

Q: This sentence is about Reiko 
       A. Seeing an orange   B. Seeing the scissors 
 

(6) a. Taro-ga banana-o taberu ka? 
           b. *Ka Taro-ga banana-o taberu? 
  ‘Is Taro eating a banana?’ 
 

Q: This question is about Taro 
        A. Eating a banana B. Eating an apple 
                                                
8 Both the grammatical and ungrammatical versions of the sentences, as well English glosses, are given for 
the convenience of the reader. Participants saw either the grammatical or the ungrammatical version of the 
sentence and did not see the English gloss. 
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(7) a. John-wa Hanako-ga ringo-o taberu toh9 itta. 

           b. *John-wa toh Hanako-ga ringo-o taberu itta 
           ‘John said that Hanako eats an apple.’ 
 

Q: This sentence is about 
        A. Hanako eating an apple B. John eating an apple 
 
In total, participants read 24 sentences, 12 simple SOV sentences and then 12 sentences 

that contained either polar questions or embedded clauses. Participants were given no 

information beyond what was presented in the treatment portion for the assessment 

portion of the study. Polar questions were marked with a question mark to serve as a clue 

that those sentences were questions. Figure 4.1 presents a summary of the research design.  

Procedure 

 This study contained two parts: the treatment portion and the assessment portion. 

Participants were tested individually and completed both sections in one session. 

Participants were tested in the L2 psycholinguistics laboratory at Texas Tech University. 

Both the treatment portion and the assessment portion were presented using SuperLab 4.0. 

Participants completed a background questionnaire and signed a consent form and then 

began the treatment portion of the study. They read a series of instructions on the screen 

and then began the treatment portion. Sentences were presented in sets of five. 

Participants heard each sentence twice while looking at a picture that illustrated the 

sentence. The picture also contained a caption that showed the sentence written in 

Romanized Japanese. After they had heard the sentence twice, participants pressed a 

button to advance to the next sentence.  

                                                
9 Toh is meant to represent the Japanese complementizer と, which would normally be Romanized as ‘to’. 
The non-standard Romanization toh was used to help learners keep this form separate from the English 
word ‘to’.  
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TREATMENT: 
ALL 
PARTICIPANTS 

ASSESSMENT: 
ALL 
PARTICIPANTS 

ASSESSMENT: 
Group 1 (50% 
of Participants) 

ASSESSMENT: 
GROUP 2 (50% 
of participants) 

100 SOV and N-PP 
sentences 
(presented in 
blocks of five, and 
each block 
followed by a set 
of comprehension 
checks) 

12 simple SOV 
sentences (6 
SOV, 6 *SVO) 

12 polar 
questions with 
ka (6 sentence-
ka and 6 *ka-
sentence) 

12 sentences 
with embedded 
clauses (6 
clause-to, and 6 
*to-clause) 

Fig. 4.1 Summary of Research Design 
 

After five sentences, participants completed a set of three quiz questions. These questions 

asked them to match the sentence they heard with the appropriate picture. Participants 

heard quiz sentences once. The treatment portion was not timed and participants were 

allowed to work at their own pace. On average, the treatment portion took participants 30 

minutes.  

After participants had completed the treatment portion, they moved directly into 

the assessment portion. They read a series of instructions and completed a set of five 

practice sentences. Participants were split into two groups. Group 1 read SOV sentences 

and sentences containing ka, and Group 2 read SOV sentences and sentences containing 

to. Participants responded to the comprehension question immediately after reading each 

sentence by selecting the appropriate response, A or B, on a Cedrus RB-730 response pad. 

Again, participants worked at their own pace, and on average, participants completed the 

assessment portion in 10 minutes. 

Self-paced reading requires that sentences are presented a word or a phrase at a 

time and that sentences include a region after the target region to serve as a spillover 

region. Because the vocabulary to which participants were exposed needed to be 
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controlled and limited, and because the question particle ka always occurs at the end of 

the sentence in grammatical sentences, and therefore has to be moved to the beginning of 

the sentence to make those sentences ungrammatical, self-paced reading could not be 

used for the assessment portion of this study, as it was in Study 1. Thus, whole-sentence 

reading times were used as a measure of grammatical sensitivity. 

Scoring 

By the logic of the HDP, sensitivity to violations of grammatical word order in 

novel word orders is only interesting if it is related to grammatical sensitivity to the 

relative ordering of the object and the verb. So, the first question was whether 

participants correctly identified SVO word order as ungrammatical in Japanese. To 

confirm this, individual reading times on the grammatical and ungrammatical versions of 

SOV sentences were examined. If participants did not show the correct pattern of reading 

times on the SOV sentences, with longer reading times for ungrammatical (SVO) 

sentences, it was not clear whether they were sensitive to the difference between 

grammatical OV and ungrammatical VO word orders. Participants who did not 

demonstrate sensitivity to these grammatical violations were then eliminated from the 

study. On this basis, five participants were eliminated from the ka-group and five 

participants were eliminated from the to-group. Next, the comprehension questions from 

the assessment portion were scored. Participants had to demonstrate at least 65% 

accuracy (or at least 16 out of 24) on the comprehension questions in the assessment 

portion to be included in the final results. On this basis, two more participants were 

eliminated from Group 2. The final n-sizes reflect this, and 15 participants remained in 

Group 1, who saw sentences with ka, and 13 participants, who read sentences containing 
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to, remained in Group 2. For each participant, mean reading times for the following 

criteria were calculated: grammatical SOV word order, ungrammatical SVO word order, 

grammatical sentence-ka word order, ungrammatical ka-sentence word order, 

grammatical embedded clause-to word order, and ungrammatical to-embedded clause 

word order. Mean reading times for grammatical and ungrammatical sentences were then 

compared.  

Results 

Group 1: Polar Questions and SOV Word Order 

 Mean reading times and standard deviations for Group 1 are given in Table 3.1. 

Group 1 read sentences containing grammatical SOV and ungrammatical SVO word 

orders as well as grammatical and ungrammatical sentences containing the question 

particle ‘ka’. For both structures, mean reading times on ungrammatical sentences are 

longer than those on grammatical sentences. To see whether these perceived differences 

were significant, paired samples t-tests were performed on the grammatical and 

ungrammatical structures. For the SOV sentences, the t-tests revealed a significant 

difference between grammatical and ungrammatical structures, t(15) = -4.337, p = .001. 

For the sentences containing ka, the t-test also revealed a significant difference in reading 

times between grammatical and ungrammatical structures, t(15) = -2.864, p = .012. Just 

in case the means were not normally distributed, a non-parametric Wilcoxon test was also 

performed. The results are the same as for the t-tests, Z = -3.181, p = .001, for SOV 

sentences, and Z = -3.067, p = .002, for sentences containing ka. The participants in 

Group 1, then, demonstrated significantly longer reading times on both the 

ungrammatical SVO and ka-sentence word orders. 
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Table 4.1 
 
Means and Standard Deviations in Milliseconds for Reading Times on SOV and Ka 
Sentences 
 Mean SD 
SOV Grammatical 3179 1043 
SOV 
Ungrammatical 
 

3925 1306 

Ka Grammatical 3894 1415 
Ka Ungrammatical 5284 2125 
 

Group 2: Embedded Clauses and SOV Word Order 

 Mean reading times and standard deviations for Group 2 are given in Table 2. 

Group 2 read sentences containing embedded clauses, marked with the particle to, and 

declarative sentences. For both structures, this group also demonstrates longer mean 

reading times on ungrammatical sentences than on grammatical sentences. To see 

whether these perceived differences were significant paired samples t-tests were 

conducted on the grammatical and ungrammatical sentences.  

 For the SOV sentences, the t-tests revealed a significant difference between 

grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, t(13) = -2.981, p = .001. For the sentences 

containing embedded clauses, the t-tests failed to show a significant difference in reading 

times, t(13) = -.510, p = .619. Again, in the event that the means were not normally 

distributed, a non-parametric Wilcoxon test was also performed. The results are the same 

as for the t-tests, Z = -2.411, p = .016, for SOV sentences, and Z = -.664, p = .507, for 

sentences containing to. The participants in Group 2 did not demonstrate significantly 

longer results on ungrammatical embedded clauses than on grammatical embedded 

clauses. 
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Table 4.2 
 
Means and Standard Deviations in Milliseconds for Reading Times on SOV and To 
Sentences  
 Mean SD 
SOV Grammatical 4352 1348 
SOV 
Ungrammatical 
 

5286 1843 

To Grammatical 7742 2416 
To Ungrammatical 7995 2310 
  

Individual Results 

 Because the previous results relate to group means, the data for individual 

patterns of behavior were also examined. Table 3.3 presents individual reading times for 

all 28 participants for grammatical and ungrammatical sentence structures. As can be 

seen, 100% of the population demonstrated knowledge of the head-directionality of SOV 

sentences with longer mean reading times on SVO sentences than on SOV sentences. For 

Group 1, who saw sentences with ka, two of the participants (numbers 6 and 9) have 

longer reading times on ka-sentence word order, but the rest of the group demonstrates 

the correct pattern of performance. For Group 2, who saw sentences with to, four of the 

participants (numbers 2, 3, 5, and 6) demonstrate longer reading times on grammatical 

clause-to word order. The rest of the group demonstrates the correct pattern of 

performance, with longer reading times on ungrammatical to-clause word orders than on 

grammatical clause-to word order.  

 Once the individual results were examined, it was clear that most of the group, or 

nine out of thirteen participants (69%), demonstrated longer mean reading times on the 

ungrammatical to sentences. The lack of statistical significance reported earlier for the to 
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sentences could be due to the four participants who did not demonstrate longer reading 

times on the ungrammatical to sentences contrary to expectations. To investigate this 

possibility, a secondary analysis was performed. The participants who did not 

demonstrate the expected pattern on embedded clauses were removed from the data set, 

and in order to see whether these differences in reading times were significant, a paired 

samples t-test was conducted on the scores of the remaining nine participants. A 

significant difference on reading times for these nine participants was found, t(9) = -

4.338, p = .002. 
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Table 4.3 
 
Individual Reading Times in Milliseconds for all Participants 
 

Group 1: SOV and Ka 
Participant # SOV 

Grammatical 
SOV 
Ungrammatical 

Ka 
Grammatical 

Ka 
Ungrammatical 

1 1494.83 2700.83 1706.5 3013 
2 3220.33 4552.33 4277 5016.83 
3 4153.5 6096.5 5358.17 6590.33 
4 2324.67 3084.17 2951 4593.83 
5 3276.5 3906.33 4946 6394.5 
6 3210.67 3531 5094 4645.33 
7 2048.67 2383.33 2223.5 2610.67 
8 1070.33 1362.67 1129.17 2521 
9 4018.83 4236.83 4950.3 4404.5 
10 3583.33 3409.3 4360 5296.5 
11 3859.33 4988.17 3575.17 11131.33 
12 4702 5063.33 5108.83 5580 
13 2999.83 4477.5 3220.17 4324 
14 3437 3195.83 3699.5 6308.83 
15 4290.33 5883.67 5815.5 6828.67 

 
Group 2: SOV and To 

 
Participant # SOV 

Grammatical 
SOV 
Ungrammatical 

To 
Grammatical 

To 
Ungrammatical 

1 3735.83 4521.83 6137.67 7152.33 
2 3425.17 5034.5 9410.17 6409.5 
3 4496.5 4728.67 8241 5250.33 
4 2121.17 2262.17 4836.5 5588.67 
5 5551.67 6748.33 10113.67 9255.83 
6 3472.83 5080 9027 8073 
7 6550.33 7603.67 9711 10018.17 
8 5797.33 8992.83 11581.67 13769.17 
9 4813.83 6634.5 8168.17 8675.83 
10 6094.67 4880.17 7483.5 8159 
11 3938.17 5489.67 8153.83 9161 
12 3904.33 3339.67 4041.83 5850 
13 2676 3406.83 3741 6567.67 
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Discussion 

To answer the first part of the research question, after completing the treatment 

portion of this study, participants who demonstrated knowledge of the head final nature 

of Japanese in declarative sentences also demonstrated sensitivity to violations of the 

grammatical sentence-ka structure. To answer the second part of the research question, 

as a group, these participants did not demonstrate sensitivity, measured by a significant 

difference in reading times, to violations of the grammatical clause-to word order. 

Despite the lack of a significant difference in reading times on grammatical and 

ungrammatical embedded clauses, the mean reading times for ungrammatical sentences 

are longer for most participants in this group, which suggests that participants may have 

a basic intuition about the grammaticality of these structures, but it is not yet particularly 

robust.  

Although some of the participants in the To Group did not demonstrate sensitivity 

to violations of grammatical clause-complementizer word order, a large proportion of 

them did. This suggests finding suggests that although there was variation within the 

group, and that not all participants were sensitive to these violations, most of them were. 

Consequently, these data provide some evidence that participants are sensitive to word 

order cues and do generalize beyond the input, even for embedded clauses.  

For the few participants who weren’t sensitive to violations of clause-

complementizer word order, it is possible that structural complexity may confound their 

judgments. Embedded clauses are more complicated structurally than polar questions are. 

Consequently, it just takes longer for these participants to process embedded clauses than 

it does polar questions. That parsing difficulties can mask underlying L2 learners’ 
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underlying competence has been shown in, for example, Juffs and Harrington (1996). 

Given that the participants in the present study had received very limited input, 160 

Japanese sentences, if the quiz sentences and the stimulus sentences are considered 

together, the difficulty seen in processing embedded clauses, which are significantly 

more complicated than polar questions, is not surprising. Nevertheless, average reading 

times for sentences containing ungrammatical to-clause word order are longer than for 

the grammatical sentences, indicating some sensitivity to grammaticality.  
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Chapter V 

General Discussion and Conclusion 

Summary of the Findings of Study 1 and Study 2 

Both of the studies reported in Chapters 1 and 2 sought to test the psycholinguistic 

validity of the HDP native speakers of a head-initial language, English, acquiring a head-

final language, Japanese. In Study 1, participants were enrolled in Japanese classes at 

Texas Tech University, and had completed one semester of Japanese. These participants 

were tested on their sensitivity to violations of head-final clause-complementizer word 

order in Japanese before they had received input or instruction regarding embedded 

clauses. This study found a significant difference in reading times between grammatical 

and ungrammatical word orders, suggesting that learners had projected the head-final 

nature of Japanese to embedded clauses as well. However, this study also suffered from 

the fact that learners had received input and instruction regarding question formation in 

Japanese, leaving open the possibility that learners had deduced that Japanese CPs are 

head-final based on positive linguistic data and used that evidence to project a head-final 

CP in embedded clauses rather than projecting a head-final CP based on the HDP. 

Study 2 sought to address this problem, and L1 English speakers who had had no 

knowledge of Japanese or another head-final language were recruited, received input on 

basic Japanese, and then tested on their intuitions about the headedness of Japanese CPs 

in polar questions and in embedded clauses. Experiment 2 found significant differences 

in reading times between grammatical and ungrammatical polar questions, but no 
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significant difference in reading times between grammatical and ungrammatical 

embedded clauses. 

Discussion of the Findings  

 Taken together, both of these studies provide support for the hypothesis that the 

HDP guides the acquisition of basic word order. In both of these studies, learners 

demonstrated longer reading times on head-initial CPs, either in polar questions (in Study 

2), or in embedded clauses (in both Study 1 and 2). First, these longer reading times mean 

that these participants cannot have transferred the order of the CP from English and 

assumed that Japanese CPs look like English CPs. Instead, these results suggest that 

participants have projected a clause structure for Japanese beyond the input they have 

received, and separate from the clause structure of the L1, and that when they encounter 

new clause structures for which they have not received input, they assume that this clause 

structure parallels that of the VP.  

 These participants’ intuitions about the basic word order of Japanese need to be 

explained, and the theory in the literature that provides the best account of these 

intuitions is the HDP, situated within a theory of UG that allows learners to generalize 

beyond the input data to novel structures. The question of whether L2 learners have 

access to UG, and whether their L2 grammars are constrained by UG has been much 

debated, and theories that claim that learners have no access to UG (e.g., Bly-Vroman, 

1990) or that learners have only partial access to UG (e.g., Hawkins & Chan, 1997) lack 

power to explain these data. Theories that claim second language learners lack access to 

UG, or that access is mediated through the L1 (e.g., Bley-Vroman, 1990) would predict 

that learners should have no discernable intuitions about the word order in polar 
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questions in Japanese. Either reading times should be the same across grammatical and 

ungrammatical sentences or, if learners transferred the L1 setting, we would expect to see 

longer reading times on the grammatical sentence-ka constructions than on the 

ungrammatical ka-sentence structures.  

 Additionally, these results suggest that whatever the initial implicit assumptions 

participants had about Japanese were, by the time their exposure to this set of 100 

sentences had ended, they had developed intuitions about Japanese that are congruent 

with those that the HDP predicts they should have, and that are completely independent 

of their knowledge of English. Concretely, English polar questions involve subject-AUX 

inversion, and even if participants were not sure whether to classify ka as some kind of 

auxiliary verb or as a question particle, English question formation rules cannot be 

informing these participants’ intuitions about Japanese. Even assuming that English 

question formation strategies were determining their intuitions about Japanese polar 

questions, and participants assumed that ka was some type of auxiliary verb, they still 

didn’t project ka at the beginning of the sentence. If they had done that, reading times 

would pattern in the opposite direction, with shorter reading times on the ungrammatical, 

English-type word orders. 

 Finally, theories of language acquisition that rely on statistical liklihood and 

general leraning mechanisms, like connectionism and the Competition Model 

(MacWhinney 2002, 2004) is also insufficient to account for these data. The Competition 

Model “views both first and second language learning as constructive, data-driven 

processes that rely not on universals of linguistic structure, but on universals of cognitive 

structure. It attributes development to learning and transfer, rather than to the principles 
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and parameters of Universal Grammar” (MacWhinney, 2002, p. 1). Because this model 

conceives of language as an artifact of general cognition and not as a unique mental 

organ with its own internal structure, language acquisition cannot be due to innate 

linguistic knowledge and dedicated language learning processes, but must instead be a 

function of general learning mechanisms combined with linguistic input and social 

interaction. Even though speakers seem to be sensitive to complex, abstract linguistic 

structures and rules, these do not exist in the mind as such. These apparent structures and 

rules are the byproduct of frequent patterns of use in the input. 

 Under connectionism, grammatical knowledge is the result of abstracting patterns 

from memorized lexical chunks (Ellis, 1996). Crucially, there is nothing about 

connectionism or the Competition Model that requires a specific language faculty like 

UG. Instead, the necessary conditions for language acquisition are input, memorization, 

and general cognitive processes that enable learners to sequence chunks of language. 

Consequently, generalization from input to patterns relies on some type of implicit 

statistical modeling and a significant amount of input. It’s difficult to see how the 100 

stimulus sentences participants were exposed to constitute enough input to allow learners 

to make generalizations about word order without an internal mechanism that allows 

learners to make hypotheses about and generalize beyond the input.  

 Neither connectionism nor the Competition Model can account for the present 

data. Under these models of learning, participants should have had no intuitions about the 

status of ka and to in Japanese without any input on these specific structures. It could be 

argued that the stimulus sentences—including those containing ka and to—to which 

learners were exposed constitute input, and that based on this input, participants were 
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forced to posit a structure to accommodate them. It is true that once these particles were 

presented to participants in the assessment portion of Study 2, they became input. 

However, because participants were exposed to both grammatical and ungrammatical 

structures, with no external, independent evidence as to whether particle-clause or clause-

particle word orders were grammatical, they had no way of knowing which structure 

matched the grammatical construction in the target language. Because connectionism and 

the Competition Model predict L1 transfer, these theories would predict that 

participants—if they had intuitions about these structures—would assume that they 

looked like English-type structures with ka preceding the sentence and to preceding the 

embedded clause. Although models of acquisition that assume some role for UG also 

stress the importance of input in SLA, connectionism and the Competition Model 

predicate the entire acquisition process on learners’ exposure to and extrapolation from 

input data. These models have no way of explaining how learners could have correct 

intuitions about novel grammatical structures that differ from the L1. 

This discussion does not preclude the possibility that languages could instantiate 

mixed-headedness. It does, however, suggest that learners acquiring a mixed-headed 

language would first project the headedness of the VP throughout the grammar and 

assume that novel clause structures instantiate the same head-directionality as the VP. 

Concretely, if Study 2 were repeated with a language like Pashto, an Iranian Indo-

European language spoken primarily in Afghanistan and Pakistan, which instantiates OV 

word order, prepositions and postpositions, and head-initial embedded clause markers 

(Tegey & Robson, 1996), the prediction is that learners would assume that Pashto CPs 

are also head-final as measured by longer reading times on embedded clauses that 
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demonstrate clause-complementizer word order than on those that demonstrate 

complementizer-clause word order. In other words, although Pashto is mixed-headed, 

based only on the positive evidence for head final VPs in Pashto, learners should assume, 

contrary to fact, that Pashto embedded clauses are also head-final. Only when learners get 

positive linguistic evidence that Pashto embedded clauses do not instantiate head-final 

word order would they revise this hypothesis. 

Limitations of the Study 

 As in any research, the present study is limited to the particular structures, 

languages, and population in question. Specific to the present study, despite the rather 

robust statistical results, the n sizes are rather small. This study will be followed up on, 

using the same materials to gather more data and increase the population size. Lastly, 

although all of the participants were monolingually-raised native English speakers, most 

of them had had some experience learning a foreign language. Limiting the participant 

pool to native English speakers might yield different results. 

Conclusion 

 Taken together, these two studies provide evidence that something like the 

classical formulation of the Head-Directionality Parameter guides the acquisition of word 

order for L1 English learners of L2 Japanese. Alternative proposals in the generative 

linguistics literature to account for the typological difference between English and 

Japanese cannot account for the intuitions these participants demonstrated about novel 

Japanese clause structure. Other models or theories of language learning cannot account 

for these intuitions, either. For the moment, the HDP provides the most parsimonious 

account of these data.   
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Appendix A 

Self-Paced Reading Materials for Study 1 

Thank you for your participation in this study.  You will read thirty sentences in 
Japanese; each sentence will be displayed one word or phrase at a time.  Press the green 
button to advance to the next screen.  A comprehension question will appear on a 
separate screen after each sentence.  Press A or B to answer the questions.  You may ask 
questions during the practice sentences, and any time you see a + on the screen.  Please 
do not ask questions in the middle of a sentence. You will see five practice questions first. 
 
Practice Sentences 
 
1.  Mary \ frequently \ wrote to Sally \ when she was in the United States. 
  

Who was in the United States? 
 A.  Mary  B.   Sally 
 
2.  Katie \ saw Linda \ everyday \ when she lived in the south of France. 
  

Who lived in the south of France? 
 A.  Linda  B.   Katie 
 
3.  Marsha \ became Sandra’s friend \ after she got divorced \ last year. 
  

Who got divorced last year?	 
 A.  Marsha  B.  Sandra 
 
4.  Robert \ insulted Hugo \ when he was drunk \ at the birthday party. 
  

Who was drunk at the birthday party? 
 A.  Hugo  B.  Robert 
 
5.  Janie \ hasn’t seen Liz \ since she got married last month \ in Dallas. 
  

Who got married last month? 
 A.  Janie  B.  Liz   
 
Targets  (Embedded Clauses) 
	 

1.	 	 A.	 たなかさんは	 \	 	 たろうが	 	 	 	 かえった	 	 	 	 と	 	 \	 	 まちがって	 \	 	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP     Taro-NOM         leave-PST       COMP      wrongly   
     おもっています。 
                thinks 
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 	 	 	 B.	 	 *たなかさんは	 \	 	 と	 	 	 たろうが	 	 	 かえった	 \	 	 まちがって	 \	 
	 	 *Tanaka-san-TOP      COMP    Taro-NOM           leave-PST        wrongly  
    おもっています。 
               thinks 
     	 	   “Tanaka-san wrongly thinks that Taro left”  
	 

	 	 	 	 Q:	 	 たろうがかえりましたか。	 
	 	 	 Did Taro leave? 
	 	 	 A.	 	 かえりました	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Yes 
	 	 	 B.	 かえりませんでした	 
	 	 No 
	 

2.	 	 A.	 	 ジョンは	 \メアリーが	 	 びょういんに	 いく	 	 と	 	 \	 しっている	 \	 	 
	 	 	 John-TOP     Mary-NOM        hospital-LOC       go      COMP        know       
     はず	 	 	 です。 
                should     COP 
	 	 	 	 B.	 	 *ジョンは	 \ と	 	 メアリーが	 	 びょういんに	 いく\	 しっている	 \	 	 
	 	 	 *John-TOP   COMP    Mary-NOM    hospital-LOC           go          know     

	 	 	 はず	 	 	 です。 
      should   COP 

   “John should know that Mary is going to the hospital.” 
 
	 	 Q:	 だれがびょういんにいきますか。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Who is going to the hospital? 
	 	 	 A.	 ジョン	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 John 
	 	 	 B.	 メアリー	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Mary 
	 

3.	 A.	 せんせいは	 \	 	 あした	 	 がっこうは	 	 やすみ	 だ	 	 と	 \	 	 きのう	 \	 
	 	 	 	 Teacher-TOP      tomorrow    school-TOP       rest     COP   COMP    yesterday    
     いっていました。 
                said 
	 	 	 

	 	 B.	 *せんせいは\	 と	 あした	 	 がっこうは	 やすみ	 だ	 \	 きのう\	 	 
	 	 	 Teacher-TOP    COMP  tomorrow     school-TOP         rest      COP     yesterday  
     いっていました。 
                said 
      	 	 	 “The teacher said yesterday that there is no school tomorrow.” 
 
	 	 Q:	 あしたがっこうがありますか。	 
	 	 	 Is there school tomorrow? 
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	 	 	 A.	 あります。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Yes 
	 	 	 B.	 ありません。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 No 
	 

4.	 	 A.	 たろうは	 	 \	 	 はなこが	 	 	 とうきょう	 に	 	 いく	 	 	 と	 \	 	 ずっと	 	 \	 	 	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	  Taro-TOP        Hanako-NOM     Tokyo-LOC             go     COMP    all along  
    おもっていました。 
               thought 
	 	 	 

	 	 B.	 *たろうは	 	 \	 	 と	 	 	 はなこが	 	 	 とうきょうに	 	 	 いく	 \	 ずっと	 \	 	 	 
	 	 	 	 Taro-TOP     COMP   Hanako-NOM   Tokyo-LOC            go       all along   
     おもっていました。 
                thought 
 “Taro thought all along that Hanako was going to Tokyo.”	 
	 

	 	 Q:	 はなこはとうきょうにいきますか。	 
	 	 	 Is Hanako going to Tokyo? 
	 	 	 A.	 いきます。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Yes 
	 	 	 B.	 いきません。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 No 
	 

5.	 A.	 たなかさんは\	 あした	 	 ジョン	 も	 	 くる	 	 と	 	 \	 せんせいに	 \	 	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP   tomorrow    John    also   come   COMP        teacher-DAT  
    いっていました。	 
    said 
	 	 B.	 *たなかさんは\	 と	 あした	 	 	 	 ジョン	 	 も	 	 くる	 \	 せんせいに	 	 \	 
	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP   COMP  tomorrow    John        also    come   teacher-DAT 
     	 いっていました。 
                  said 
   “Tanaka-san told the teacher that John is also coming tomorrow” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 だれがきますか。	 
	 	 	 	 Who is coming?	  

	 A.	 ジョン	 
	 	 	 John 
	 	 B.	 たなかさん	 
	 	 Tanaka-san 
	 

6.	 	 A.	 	 たろうは	 \	 サッカーが	 すき	 だ	 	 と	 \	 はなこに\	 なんかいも	 \	 	 
	 	 	 Taro-TOP          soccer-NOM    like    COP COMP   Hanako-DAT   many times      
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     	 いっていました。	 
                  said 
	 	 	 	 

B.	 	 *たろうは	 \	 と	 	 サッカーが	 すき	 だ	 \	 はなこに\	 なんかいも	 \	 	 	 
	 	 	 	 Taro-TOP      COMP    soccer-NOM   like   COP   Hanako-DAT   many times   
      	 いっていました。	 
        said 
 “Taro has told Hanako many times that he likes soccer” 
	 

	 	 	 	 Q:	 	 だれがサッカーがすきですか。	 
	 	 	 Who likes soccer? 
	 	 A.	 たろう	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Taro 
	 	 B.	 はなこ	 
	 	 	 Hanako 
	 

7.	 A.	 たなかさんが	 \	 	 やきゅうは	 	 つまらない	 と	 \	 	 ほんとうに	 \	 	 	 
	 	 	 Tanaka-san-NOM     baseball-TOP       boring         COMP    strongly      
     おもっています。 

    thinks 
	 	 B.	 *たなかさんが	 \	 	 と	 やきゅうは	 	 つまらない	 \	 	 ほんとうに	 \	 

	 *Tanaka-san-NOM    COMP   baseball-TOP     boring             strongly       
              	 おもっています。	 

   thinks	 
	 “Tanaka-san strongly thinks that baseball is boring.”   
	 

	 	 Q:	 たなかさんはやきゅうがすきですか。	 
	 	 	 Does Tanaka-san like baseball? 
	 	 A.	 すきです。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Yes	 
	 	 B.	 すきじゃありません。	 	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 No 
	 

8.	 A.	 ジョンは	 \	 メアリーが	 だいがくせい	 	 	 だ	 	 と	 	 \	 しっている	 \	 	 
	 	 	 John-TOP         Mary-NOM    college student    COP     COMP     know       
      はず	 \	 です。  

     should    COP 
	 	 B.	 *ジョンは	 \	 と	 メアリーが	 	 だいがくせい	 	 だ	 \	 しっている	 \	 	 
	 	   *John-TOP    \ COMP   Mary-NOM       college student COP       \  know   
      はず	 \	 です。 
           should      COP 
 “John should know that Mary is a college student” 
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	 	 Q:	 メアリーはだいがくせいですか。	 
	 	 	 Is Mary a college student? 
	 	 A.	 だいがくせいです。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Yes 

	 	 B.	 大学生
だいがくせい

ではありません。	 
	 	 No 
	 

9.	 A.	 たなかさんは	 \	 メアリー	 が	 	 やさしい	 と	 \	 よく	 \	 ききます。	 
	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP      Mary- NOM       kind        COMP   often       hears 
	 	 B.	 *たなかさんは	 \	 	 と	 	 メアリーが	 	 やさしい	 \	 よく	 \	 ききます。	 
	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP        COMP       Mary-NOM      kind           often       hears 
   “Tanaka-san often hears that Mary is kind” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 だれがやさしいですか？	 
	 	 	 Who is kind? 
	 	 A.	 たなかさん	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san 
	 	 B.	 メアリー	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Mary 
	 

10.	 A.	 たなかさんは\	 	 はなこが	 	 	 きょうとから	 かえる	 と	 \	 	 きのう	 \	 	 
	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP  Hanako-NOM    Kyoto  from       return  COMP   yesterday   
       	 ききました。	 
        heard 
	 	 	 B.	 *たなかさんは	 \	 と	 はなこが	 きょうとから	 かえる	 \	 きのう	 	 \	 	 	 
	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP  COMP  Hanako-NOM Kyoto   from   return       yesterday   
      	 ききました。 

       heard 
 “Tanaka-san heard yesterday that Hanako is returning from Kyoto” 
	 

	 	 	 Q:	 だれがきょうとからかえりますか。	 
	 “Who is returning from Kyoto?” 
	 	 	 A.	 たなかさん	 
	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san 
	 	 	 B.	 はなこ	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Hanako 
	 
Distractors  (Relative Clauses) 
 
1.	 A.	 ジョン	 と	 	 \	 	 はなした	 \	 おとこのひとが	 \	 かえりました。	 
	 	 	 	 John     with         spoke               man-NOM                 left 
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	 	 B.	 *ジョンと\	 だれ\	 はなした\	 おとこのひとが	 \	 かえりました。	 
	 	 *John    with     who          spoke             man-NOM         left 
	 “The man who spoke with John left”	 
	 

	 	 Q:	 だれがかえりましたか。	 
	 	 	 Who left? 
	 	 A.	 ジョン	 
	 	 	 	 	 John 
	 	 B.	 おとこのひと	 
	 	 The man 
	 

2.	 A.	 えいごを	 \	 べんきょうしている	 \  おんなのひとは	 \	 たなかさんの	 	 	 
	 	 	 English-ACC   study-do                 woman-TOP       Tanaka-san-GEN    
    	 おくさん\ です。	 
	          wife   COP 
	 	 B.	 *えいごを\	 	 だれ\	 べんきょうしている\	 おんなのひとは\	 	 	 	 	 
	 	 	 	 *English-ACC  who           study-do             woman-TOP             
      たなかさんの	 おくさん	 \	 です。	 
	 	 Tanaka-san-GEN	 	 wife            COP 
	 “The woman who studies English is Tanaka-san’s wife.” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 だれがえいごをべんきょうしますか。	 
	 	 “Who studies English?” 
	 	 A.	 たなかさん	 
	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san 
	 	 B.	 おんなのひと	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 The woman 
	 

3.	 A.	 	 たなかさんが	 \	 	 	 かえった	 \	 おんなのひとを	 	 \	 みました。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san-NOM      left             woman-ACC         saw 
	 	 B.	 *たなかさんが\	 だれ\	 かえった\	 おんなのひとを	 \	 みました。	 
       *Tanaka-san-NOM  who           left               woman-ACC         saw 
	 “Tanaka-san saw the woman who left.” 
 
	 	 Q:	 だれがかえりましたか。	 
	 	 “Who left?” 
	 	 	 	 A.	 おんなのひと	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 The woman 
	 	 	 	 B.	 たなかさん	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Tanaka-san 
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4.	 A.	 メアリーが	 \	 しっている	 \	 おんなのひとが	 	 \	 	 きました。	 
	 	 	 Mary-NOM           knows     	 	 	   woman-NOM             came 
	 	 B.	 *メアリーが\	 しっている\	 だれ\	 おんなのひとが	 \	 きました。	 
	 	 *Mary-NOM            knows             who         woman-NOM        came 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 “The woman Mary knows came.” 
 
	 	 Q:	 だれがきましたか。	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 “Who came?” 
	 	 A.	 メアリー	 
	 	 Mary 
	 	 B.	 おんあのひと	 
	 	 The woman 
	 

5.	 A.	 はなこは	 	 \	 	 せんしゅう	 	 \	 	 きた	 \	 おとこのひとを	 \	 みました。	 
	 	 	 Hanako-TOP   last week      came         man-ACC         saw 
	 	 B.	 *はなこは\	 だれ\	 せんしゅう\	 きた\	 おとこのひとを\  みました。	 
               *Hanako-TOP   who      last week          came          man-ACC              saw 
	 “Hanako saw the man who came last week” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 だれがきましたか。	 
	 	 	 “Who came?” 
	 	 A.	 はなこ	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Hanako 
	 	 B.	 おとこのひと	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 The man 
	 

6.	 A.たろうが\	 あった\	 おんなのひとは\	 えいごを\	 べんきょうします。	 
	 	 Taro-NOM     met              woman-TOP      English-ACC     study-do 
	 	 B.	 *たろうが\	 あった\	 おんなのひとは\	 だれ\	 えいごを\	 	 
	 	 	 *Taro-NOM      met             woman-TOP        who       English-ACC  
	 	 べんきょうします。	 
      study do. 
	 	 	 “The woman who Taro met studies English” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 だれがえいごをべんきょうしますか。	 
	 	 	 “Who studies English?” 
	 	 	 	 A.	 たろう	 
	 	 Taro 
	 	 B.	 おんなのひと	 
	 	 The woman 
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7.	 A.	 たなかさんは\	 にほんごを\	 	 はなす\	 おんなのひとと\	 	 あいました。	 
	 	 	 Tanaka-san-TOP  Japanese-ACC    speak        woman-with            met 
	 	 B.	 *たなかさんは\	 にほんごを\	 はなす\	 だれ \  おんなのひとと\ 
 	 *Tanaka-san-TOP  Japanese-ACC     speak         who     woman-with 
     あいました。	 
        met 
 “Tanaka-san met the woman who speaks Japanese” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 だれがにほんごをはなしますか。	 
	 	 “Who speaks Japanese?” 
	 	 	 	 A.	 おんなのひと	 
	 	 The woman 
	 	 B.	 たなかさん	 
	 	 Tanaka-san 
	 

8.	 A.いぬと\	 	 あそんでいる\	 おとこのこは\	 たなかさんの\	 	 むすこ\	 です。	 
	 Dog with      playing                boy-TOP           Tanaka-san-GEN      son        COP 
	 	 B.	 *いぬと\	 あそんでいる\	 だれ\	 おとこのこは\	 たなかさんの\	 	 	 
	 	 	 	 *Dog with      playing               who            boy-TOP       Tanaka-san-GEN  
     むすこ\	 です。	 
	      son           COP 
	 	 	 “The boy who is playing with the dog is Tanaka-san’s son.” 
 
	 	 Q:	 だれがいぬとあそんでいますか。	 
	 	 Who is playing with the dog? 
	 	 A.	 たなかさん	 
	 	 Tanaka-san 
	 	 B.	 おとこのこ	 
	 	 The boy 
	 

9.	 A.	 たろうと\	 	 はなしていた\	 おんなのひとは\	 	 あそこに\	 	 
	 	 	 Taro with         spoke                  woman-TOP        over there-LOC   
    	 すわっています。	 
      sitting. 
	 	 B.	 *たろうと\	 はなしていた\	 だれ\	 おんなのひとは\	 あそこに\	 	 
                *Taro with           spoke              who       woman-TOP     over there-LOC    
     	 すわっています。	 
	 	 sitting.  
	 “The woman Taro spoke with is sitting over there” 
	 

	 

Q:	 だれがすわっていますか。	 
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       Who is seated?	 
	 	 A.	 たろう	 
	 	 Taro 
	 	 B.	 おんなのひと	 
	 	 The woman 
	 

10.	 A.	 あそこで	 \	 	 	 ほんを\	 	 よんでいる\	 おとこのひとは	 \	 たろうの\	 	 
	 	 	 Over there-LOC  book-ACC        reading                man-TOP          Taro-GEN  
     おにいさん\	 です。	 
      brother      COP 
	 	 B.	 *あそこで\	 	 だれ\	 	 ほんを\	 よんでいる\	 おとこのひとは	 \	 	 
	 	 	 	 *Over there-LOC  who      book-ACC      reading               man-TOP  
    たろうの\	 おにいさん\	 です。	 
    Taro-GEN      brother    COP 
	 “The man reading over there is Taro’s brother” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 だれがほんをよんでいますか。	 
	 	 “Who is reading?” 
	 	 A.	 たろう	 
	 	 Taro 
	 	 	 	 B.	 おにいさん	 
	 	 The brother 
	 
Fillers  (Case drop) 
 
1.	 A.	 こどもが	 	 \	 	 りんごを	 	 \	 	 	 たべている。	 
	 	 	 Child-NOM        apple-ACC 	 	 	 eating 
	 	 B.	 こどもが	 	 \	 	 	 	 りんご	 \	 たべている	 	 
	 	 	 Child-NOM   	 	 	 apple 	 	 eating 
 “The child is eating an apple.” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 こどもがなにをたべていますか。	 
	 	 	 What is the child eating? 
	 	 A.	 りんご	 
	 	 An apple 
	 	 B.	 オレンジ	 
	 	 An orange 
	 

2.	 A.	 あねが	 	 	 	 	 \	 	 	 ほんを	 	 	 	 	 \	 よく	 	 \	 よんでいる。	 
	 	 	 Sister-NOM          book-ACC           often         reads 
	 	 	 

	 	 B.	 	 *あね	 	 \	 	 ほんを	 	 \	 	 よく	 \	 よんでいる。	 
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	 	 	 	 Sister       book-ACC               often           reads 
	 “(My) sister often reads books.” 
	 	 	 

	 	 Q:	 あねがなにをよんでいますか。	 
	 	 “What does my sister read?” 
	 	 A.	 ほん	 
	 	 Books 
	 	 B.	 ざっし	 
	 	 Magazines 
	 

3.	 A.	 ははは	 	 	 	 \	 	 	 	 ばんごはんを	 \	 	 まいにち	 	 \	 	 	 つくる。	 
	 	 	 Mother-TOP   dinner-ACC         every day            make 
	 	 B.	 ははは	 	 	 \	 	 	 ばんごはん	 	 \	 まいにち	 \	 つくる。	 
	 	 	 Mother-TOP      dinner      every day       make 
 “My mother makes dinner every day.” 
 
	 	 Q:	 はははなにをつくりますか。	 
	 	 “What does my mother make?” 
	 	 A.	 ばんごはん	 
	 	 Dinner 
	 	 B.	 ひるごはん	 
	 	 Lunch 
	 

4.	 A.	 あにが	 	 	 	 	 	 \	 	 	 やきゅうを	 	 \	 みています。	 
	 	 	 Brother-NOM    baseball-ACC      watching 
	 	 B.	 *あに	 	 	 	 \	 	 やきゅうを	 	 \	 みています。	 
	 	 	 Brother         baseball-ACC   watching 
 “My brother is watching baseball 
	 

	 	 Q:	 あにはなにをみていますか。	 
	 	 	 What is my brother watching? 
	 	 A.	 すもう	 
	 	 Sumo 
	 	 B.	 やきゅう	 
	 	 Baseball 
	 

5.	 A.	 たろうが	 	 \	 	 ほんを	 	 \	 	 テーブルに	 \	 おきました。	 
	 	 	 Taro-TOP        book-ACC        table-LOC           put 
	 	 B.	 たろうが	 	 \	 	 ほん	 	 	 \	 	 テーブルに	 \	 おきました。	 
	 	 	 Taro-TOP          book	 	 	 table-LOC             put 
	 

	 	 Q:	 たろうはほんをどこにおきましたか。	 
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	 	 “Where did Taro put the book? 
	 	 	 	 A.	 テーブル	 
	 	 The table 
	 	 B.	 いす	 
	 	 The chair 
	 

6.	 A.	 わたしが	 \	 	 まいあさ	 	 \	 	 ごはんを	 \	 	 たべます。	 
	 	 	 	 I-NOM   every morning       rice-ACC              eat  
	 	 B.	 *わたし	 \	 まいあさ	 	 \	 	 ごはんを	 \	 	 たべます。	 
	          I               every morning             rice-ACC                  eat 
   “I eat rice every morning.” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 わたしはまいあさなにをたべますか。	 
	 	 	 “What do I eat every morning?” 
	 	 A.	 シリアル	 

	 	 Cereal 
	 	 B.	 ごはん	 
	 	 Rice 
	 

7.	 A.	 ちちが	 	 	 	 \	 	 	 	 まいあさ	 \	 	 コーヒーを	 	 	 \	 	 	 いれる。	 
	 	 	 Father-NOM       every morning          coffee-ACC               makes 
	 	 B.	 ちちが	 	 	 	 \	 	 まいあさ	 	 	 \	 コーヒー	 \	 いれる。	 
	    Father-NOM      every morning            coffee              makes 
 “My father makes coffee every morning.” 
	 

	 	 	 	 Q:	 	 ちちはなにをいれますか。	 
	 	 “What does my father make?” 
	 	 A.	 コーヒー	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Coffee 
	 	 B.	 おちゃ	 
	  Tea 
	 

8.	 A.	 はなこが	 	 	 	 \	 	 	 ほんを	 	 	 	 	 \	 	 あした	 	 	 \	 	 もってきます。	 
	 	 	 Hanako-NOM    book-ACC           tomorrow          bring-come	 
	 	 B.	 *はなこ	 	 	 \	 	 ほんを	 	 	 	 \	 あした	 	 \	 	 	 もってきます。	 
	 	 	 Hanako          book-ACC        tomorrow          bring-come 
   “Hanako will bring the book tomorrow.” 
	 

	 	 Q:	 はなこはいつほんをもってきますか。	 
	 	 	 “When is Hanako bringing the book?” 
	 	 	 

	 A.	 あした	 
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	 	 Tomorrow 
	 	 B.	 あさって	 
	 	 The day after tomorrow 
	 

9.	 A.	 たろうが	 \	 	 	 あたらしい	 \	 じてんしゃを	 	 	 \	 	 	 かいました。	 
	 	 	 Taro-NOM      new            bicycle-ACC             bought 
	 	 B.	 たろうが	 \	 あたらしい	 \	 じてんしゃ	 \	 かいました。	 
	 	 	 Taro-NOM               new                    bicycle               bought 
 “Taro bought a new bicycle.” 
	 

	 	 Q.	 たろうがなにをかいましたか。	 
	 	 	 What did Taro buy? 
	 	 A.	 くるま	 
	 	 	 	 	 A car 
	 	 B.	 じてんしゃ	 
	 	 A bicycle 
	 

10.	 A.	 こどもが	 	 \	 ぎゅうにゅうを	 \	 まいにち	 \	 のんでいます。	 
	 	 	 Child-NOM      milk-ACC         every day       drink 
	 	 B.	 *こども	 	 	 \	 	 	 	 ぎゅうにゅうを	 	 \	 まいにち	 	 \	 のんでいます。	 
	 	 	 	 Child                    milk-ACC                 every day              drink 
  “The children drink milk every day.” 
 
	 	 Q:	 こどもはなにをのんでいますか。	 
	 	 “What do the children drink?” 
	 	 A.	 ぎゅうにゅう	 
	 	 Milk 
	 	 B.	 みず	 
	 	 Water 
	 

Note:  The participants saw only the Japanese sentences.  The stars (*) indicating 
ungrammatical sentences, and the English glosses and translations have been added for 
the benefit of the reader.  The slashes indicate the segments in which the participants read 
the sentences.   
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Appendix B 

Offline Grammaticality Judgment Task: Study 1 

 
Participant Number _____________________________ 

 
Sentence Judgment Task 

 
Please read the following sentences and decide whether the sentence is possible or 
impossible in Japanese.  Circle possible or impossible. A sentence is possible if the 
grammar is good, even if you think the meaning is strange. If you mark a sentence as 
impossible, please change the sentence so that it sounds like a possible Japanese sentence. 
For example: 
 
Ex 1:  The man bit the dog. 
 
 Even though the meaning is slightly strange, there is nothing wrong with the  

grammar of this sentence, so you should circle possible. 
 
Ex 2:  Killed the dragon the man. 
 
 Even if you can construct a possible meaning for this sentence, the fact that  

the verb comes first makes it very weird for English speakers.  In this case,  
you should mark the sentence as impossible. 
 

Work as quickly as possible, and make a choice between possible and impossible.  It is 
OK to circle whichever one “feels” right.  
 
1. せんせいがほんよむ。	 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
2.  たなかさんがやきゅうはつまらないとほんとうにおもっていました。 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
3. いもうとざっしをよくかう。	 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
4.  たなかさんはとメアリーがやさしいよくききます。 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
5.  おにいさんがかりたほんを。	 
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  Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
6.  はなこコーヒーをのみません。	 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
7.  おかあさんはメアリーがらいねんとうきょうでしごとするときのういっ	 

ていました。	 

	 
Possible    Impossible 

Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
8.  いもうとはたべるすしを。	 
	 
  Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________ 
9. メアリーがにほんごをべんきょうしている。	 
  Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
10.  おねえさんがかったいちごを。	 
  Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
11.	 	 たなかさんはあしたジョンもくるとせんせいにいっていました。	 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
12. たろうがしんぶんテーブルにみました。	 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
13.  ちちがまいあさごはんつくる。	 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
14.  たろうはとサッカーがすきだはなこになんかいもいっていました. 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
15. 	 たろうはとジョンがヨーロッパにいくしっているはずです。	 
 Possible   Impossible 
Correction _________________________________________________________ 
16.  ジョンがコーヒーをのまない。	 
  Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
17.  あねサッカーをする。	 

Possible    Impossible 
Correction: ___________________________________________________________	 
18.  おかあさんがまいにちおべんとうをつくる。	 
  Possible    Impossible 
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Correction: ___________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C 

Input Treatment Materials: Study 2 

“You will hear a series of sentences about Taro, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
1. Taro-ga banana-o taberu. 
‘Taro eats a banana’ 
 
2. Taro-ga ringo-o taberu. 
‘Taro eats an apple’ 
 
3. Taro-ga orenji-o taberu 
‘Taro eats an orange’ 
 
4. Taro-ga meron-o taberu. 
‘Taro eats a melon’ 
 
5. Taro-ga keiki-o taberu.  
‘Taro eats cake’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Taro-ga banana-o taberu 
2. Taro-ga ringo-o taberu 
3. Taro-ga orenji-o taberu 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Hanako, accompanied by a picture. Listen to 
each sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
6. Hanako-ga ringo-o kaku 
‘Hanako draws an apple’ 
 
7. Hanako-ga hasami-o kaku 
‘Hanako draws a pair of scissors’ 
 
8. Hanako-ga orenji-o  kaku 
‘Hanako draws an orange’ 
 
9. Hanako-ga meron-o kaku 
‘Hanako draws a melon’ 
 
10. Hanako-ga hocho-o kaku 
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‘Hanako draws a knife’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Hanako-ga ringo-o kaku 
2. Hanako-ga hasami-o kaku 
3. Hanako-ga hocho-o kaku 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Reiko, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
11. Reiko-ga orenji-o miru 
‘Reiko sees an orange’ 
 
12. Reiko-ga ringo-o miru 
‘Reiko draws an apple’ 
 
13. Reiko-ga toshokan-o miru 
‘Reiko sees the library’  
 
14. Reiko-ga hocho-o miru 
‘Reiko sees the knife’ 
 
15. Reiko-ga hon-o miru 
‘Reiko sees the book’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Reiko-ga orenji-o miru 
2. Reiko-ga toshokan-o miru 
3. Reiko-ga hon-o miru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about John, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
16. John-ga meron-o nageru 
‘John throws the melon’ 
 
17. John-ga booru-o nageru 
‘John throws the ball’ 
 
18. John-ga ringo-o nageru 
‘John throws the apple’ 
 
19. John-ga banana-o nageru 
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‘John throws the banana’ 
 
20. John-ga pen-o nageru 
‘John throws the pen 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. John-ga meron-o nageru 
2. John-ga booru-o nageru	 
3. John-ga pen-o nageru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Mary, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
21. Mary-ga hon-o sawaru 
‘Mary touches the book’ 
 
22. Mary-ga conputaa-o sawaru 
‘Mary touches the computer’ 
 
23. Mary-ga banana-o sawaru 
‘Mary touches the banana’ 
 
24. Mary-ga meron-o sawaru 
‘Mary touches the melon’ 
 
25. Mary-ga keiki-o sawaru 
‘Mary touches the cake’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Mary-ga keiki-o sawaru 
2. Mary-ga meron-o sawaru 
3. Mary-ga konputaa-o sawaru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Taro, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
26. Taro-ga hon-o sagasu 
‘Taro looks for a book’ 
 
27. Taro-ga hon-o miru 
‘Taro sees the book’ 
 
28. Taro-ga hon-o nageru 
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‘Taro throws the book’  
 
29. Taro-ga hon-o sawaru 
‘Taro touches the book’  
 
30. Taro-ga hon-o yomu 
‘Taro reads the book’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Taro-ga hon-o sagasu 
2. Taro-ga hon-o nageru 
3. Taro-ga hon-o sawaru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Reiko, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
31. Reiko-ga tegami-o sagasu 
‘Reiko looks for a letter’ 
 
32. Reiko-ga tegami-o miru 
‘Reiko sees a letter’ 
 
33. Reiko-ga tegami-o kiru 
‘Reiko cuts the letter’ 
 
34. Reiko-ga tegami-o sawaru 
‘Reiko touches the letter’  
 
35. Reiko-ga tegami-o yomu 
‘Reiko reads the letter’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Reiko-ga tegami-o sagasu 
2. Reiko-ga tegami-o miru 
3. Reio-ga tegami-o sawaru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Hanako, accompanied by a picture. Listen to 
each sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
36. Hanako-ga pan-o taberu 
‘Hanako eats bread’ 
 
37. Hanako-ga pan-o kaku 
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‘Hanako draws (a loaf of) bread. 
 
38. Hanako ga pan-o miru 
‘Hanako sees (a loaf of) bread. 
 
39. Hanako-ga pan-o kiru 
‘Hanako cuts the bread’ 
 
40. Hanako-ga pan-o sawaru 
‘Hanko touches the bread’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Hanako-ga pan-o kaku 
2. Hanako-ga pan-o miru 
3. Hanako-ga pan-o kiru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about John, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
41. John-ga booru-o nageru 
‘John throws the ball’ 
 
42. John-ga booru-o sagasu 
‘John is looking for the ball’ 
 
43. John-ga booru-o miru 
‘John sees the ball’ 
 
44. John-ga booru-o sawaru 
‘John touches the ball’ 
 
45. John-ga booru-o kaku 
‘John draws a ball’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. John-ga booru-o nageru 
2. John-ga booru-o sagasu 
3. John-ga booru-o miru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Mary, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
46. Mary-ga shinbun-o nageru 
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‘Mary throws the newspaper’ 
 
47. Mary-ga shinbun-o miru 
‘Mary sees the newspaper’ 
 
48. Mary-ga shinbun-o sawaru 
‘Mary touches the newspaper’ 
 
49. Mary-ga shinbun-o kaku 
‘Mary writes a newspaper’ 
 
50. Mary-ga shinbun-o yomu 
‘Mary reads the newspaper’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Mary-ga shinbun-o nageru 
2. Mary-ga shinbun-o yomu 
3. Mary-ga shinbun-o sawaru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Taro, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
51. Taro-ga toshokan-de hon-o sagasu 
‘Taro looks for books in the library’ 
 
52. Taro-ga kyoushitsu-de hon-o sagasu 
‘Taro looks for books in the classroom’ 
53. Taro-ga kichin-de hon-o sagasu 
‘Taro looks for books in the kitchen’ 
 
54. Taro-ga heya-de hon-o sagasu 
‘Taro looks for books in (his) bedroom’ 
 
55. Taro-ga kouen-de hon-o sagasu 
‘Taro looks for (his) book in the park. 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Taro-ga toshokan-de hon-o sagasu 
2. Taro-ga kichin-de hon-o sagasu 
3. Taro-ga kyoushitsu-de hon-o sagasu 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Reiko, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
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56. Reiko-ga heya-de ringo-o kiru 
‘Reiko cuts the apple in his bedroom’ 
 
57. Reiko-ga kichin-de ringu-o kiru 
‘Reiko cuts an apple in the kitchen’ 
 
58. Reiko-ga kouen-de ringo-o kiru 
‘Reiko cuts an apple in the park’ 
 
59. Reiko-ga kyoushitsu-de ringo-o kiru 
‘Reiko cuts an apple in the classroom’ 
 
60. Reiko-ga kuruma-de ringo-o kiru 
‘Reiko cuts an apple in the car’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Reiko-ga heya-de ringo-o kiru 
2. Reiko-ga kichin-de ringo-o kiru 
3. Reiko-ga kouen-de ringo-o kiru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Hanako, accompanied by a picture. Listen to 
each sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
61. Hanko-ga toshokan-de hon-o yomu 
‘Hanako reads a book in the library’ 
 
62. Hanako-ga kyoushitsu-de hon-o yomu 
‘Hanako reads a book in the classroom’ 
 
63. Hanako-ga kichin-de hon-o yomu 
‘Hanako reads a book in the kitchen’ 
64. Hanako-ga heya-de hon-o yomu 
‘Hanako reads a book in (her) room’ 
 
65. Hanako-ga densha-de hon-o yomu 
‘Hanako reads a book on the train’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Hanako-ga toshokan-de hon-o yomu 
2. Hanako-ga heya-de hon-o yomu 
3. Hanako-ga densha-de hon-o yomu 
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You will hear a series of sentences about John, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
66. John-ga densha-de keiki-o taberu 
‘John eats cake on a train’ 
 
67. John-ga kyoushitsu-de keiki-o taberu 
‘John eats cake with in the classroom’ 
 
68. John-ga toshokan-de keiki-o taberu 
‘John eats cake in the library’ 
 
69. John-ga kichin-de keiki-o taberu 
‘John eats cake in the kitchen’ 
 
70. John-ga kouen-de keiki-o taberu 
‘John eats cake in the park’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. John-ga densha-de keiki-o taberu 
2. John-ga kichin-de keiki-o taberu 
3. John-ga kouen-de keiki-o taberu 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Mary, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
71. Mary-ga teiburu-de hon-o miru 
‘Mary sees the book on the table’ 
 
72. Mary-ga kuruma-de hon-o miru 
‘Mary sees the book in the car’ 
 
73. Mary-ga kyoushitsu-de hon-o miru 
‘Mary sees the book in the classroom’ 
 
74. Mary-ga heya-de hon-o miru 
‘Mary sees the book in the room’ 
75. Mary-ga kichin-de hon-o miru 
‘Mary sees the book in the kitchen’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Mary-ga toshokan-de hon-o miru 
2. Mary-ga kyoushitsu-de hon-o miru 
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3. Mary-ga kuruma-de hon-o miru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Taro, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
76. Taro-ga toshokan-de ringo-o kaku 
‘Taro draws an apple at the library’ 
 
77. Taro-ga tsukue-de ringo-o kaku 
‘Taro draws an apple at (his) desk’ 
 
78. Taro-ga kyoushitsu-de ringo-o kaku 
‘Taro draws an apple in the classroom’ 
 
79. Taro-ga heya-de ringo-o kaku 
‘Taro draws an apple in (his) room 
 
80. Taro-ga kichin-de ringo-o kaku 
‘Taro draws an apple in the kitchen’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Taro-ga tsukue-de ringo-o kaku 
2. Taro-ga kyoushitsu-de ringo-o kaku 
3. Taro-ga kichin-de ringo-o kaku 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Reiko, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
81. Reiko-ga densha-de booru-o sagasu 
‘Reiko looks for the ball in the train’ 
 
82. Reiko-ga kouen-de booru-o sagasu 
‘Reiko looks for the ball in the park’ 
 
83. Reiko-ga toshokan-de booru-o sagasu 
‘Reiko looks for the ball in the library’ 
 
84. Reigo-ga kyoushitsu-de booru-o sagasu 
‘Reiko looks for the ball in the classroom’ 
 
85. Reiko-ga kichin-de booru-o sagasu 
‘Reiko looks for the ball in the kitchen’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
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1. Reiko-ga kouen-de booru-o sagasu 
2. Reiko-ga toshokan-de booru-o sagasu 
3. Reiko-ga kichin-de booru-o sagasu 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Hanako, accompanied by a picture. Listen to 
each sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
86. Hanako-ga kyoushitsu-de meron-o taberu 
‘Hanko eats melon in the classroom’ 
 
87. Hanako-ga kouen-de meron-o taberu 
‘Hanako eats melon in the park’ 
 
88. Hanako-ga densha-de meron-o taberu 
‘Hanako eats melon in the train’ 
 
89. Hanako-ga restoran-de meron-o taberu 
‘Hanako eats melon in the restaurant’ 
 
90. Hanako-ga kichin-de meron-o taberu 
‘Hanako eats melon in the kitchen’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Hanako-ga kouen-de meron-o taberu 
2. Hanako-ga restoran-de meron-o taberu 
3. Hanako-ga densha-de meron-o taberu 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about John, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
91. John-ga resutoran-de booru-o miru 
‘John sees the ball in the restaurant’ 
 
92. John-ga densha-de booru-o miru 
‘John sees the ball on the train’ 
 
93. John-ga kyoushitsu-de booru-o miru 
‘John sees the ball in the classroom’ 
 
94. John-ga kuruma-de booru-o miru 
‘John sees the ball in the car’ 
 
95. John-ga toshokan-de booru-o miru 
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‘John writes a letter with a crayon’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
1. John-ga kuruma-de booru-o miru 
2. John-ga kyoushitsu-de booru-o miru 
3. John-ga toshokan-de booru-o miru 
 
You will hear a series of sentences about Mary, accompanied by a picture. Listen to each 
sentence carefully. You will hear each sentence twice. 
 
96. Mary-ga kichin-de hasami-o sagasu 
‘Mary looks for scissors in the kitchen’ 
 
97. Mary-ga kuruma-de hasami-o sagasu 
‘Mary looks for scissors in the car’ 
 
98. Mary-ga densha-de hasami-o sagasu 
‘Mary looks for scissors on the train’ 
 
99. Mary-ga kyoushitsu-de hasami-o sagasu 
‘Mary looks for scissors in the classroom’ 
 
100. Mary-ga heya-de hasami-o sagasu 
‘Mary looks for scissors in (her) room’ 
 
Now listen to the sentence and select the picture that goes with that sentence. 
 
1. Mary-ga kichin-de hasami-o sagasu 
2. Mary-ga kuruma-de hasami-o sagasu 
3. Mary-ga kyoushitsu-de hasami-o sagasu 
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Appendix D 

Test Sentences: Study 2 

Interrogatives 
 
Instructions: You will read a series of sentences in Japanese. You will then answer a 
comprehension question in English after each sentence. Before the sentences in Japanese, 
you will see five practice sentences in English. 
 
Practice sentences: 
 
1. A. Taro-ga banana-o taberu ka? 
    B.  *Ka Taro-ga banana-o taberu? 
 
Q: This question is about Taro 
 A. Eating a banana B. Eating an apple 
 
2. A. Hanako-ga keiki-o kaku ka? 
    B. *Ka Hanako-ga keiki-o kaku? 
 
Q: This question is about Hanako  
 A. Drawing a melon  B. Drawing a cake 
 
3. A. Reiko-ga orenji-o nageru ka? 
    B. *Ka Reiko-ga orenji-o nageru? 
 
Q: This question is about Reiko 
 A. Throwing an orange B. Throwing a ball 
 
4. A. Mary-ga keiki-o kiru ka? 
    B. *Ka Mary-ga keiki-o kiru? 
 
Q: This question is about Mary 
 A. Cutting melon B. Cutting the cake 
 
5.  A. John-ga meron-o sawaru ka? 
     B. *Ka John-ga meron-o sawaru?  
 
Q: This question is about John 
 A. Touching the melon B. Touching the banana 
  
6.  A. Taro-ga hon-o yomu ka? 
     B. *Ka Taro-ga hon-o yomu? 
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Q: This question is about Taro 
 A. Reading a letter  B. Reading a book 
  
7.  A. Reiko-ga ringo-o kaku ka? 
     B. *Ka Reiko-ga ringo-o kaku? 
 
Q: This question is about Reiko 
 A. Drawing an apple  B. Drawing a banana 
  
8.  A. Hanako-ga booru-o nageru ka? 
     B.  *Ka Hanako-ga booru-o nageru? 
 
Q: This question is about Hanako 
 A. Throwing a melon  B. Throwing a ball 
 
9.  A. John-ga tegami-o yomu ka? 
     B. *Ka John-ga tegami-o yomu? 
 
Q: This question is about John 
 A. Reading a letter  B. Reading the newspaper 

 
10.  A. Mary-ga ringo-o kiru ka? 
       B. *Ka Mary-ga ringo-o kiru?  
 
Q: This question is about Mary 
 A. Cutting a melon  B. Cutting an apple 
 
11. A. Taro-ga hon-o sawaru ka 
      B. *Ka Taro-ga hon-o sawaru? 
 
Q: This question is about Taro 
 A. Touching the book  B. Touching the letter 
 
12. A. Mary-ga pen-o sagasu ka 
      B. *Ka Mary-ga pen-o sagasu 
 
Q: This question is about Mary 
 A. Looking for a book  B. Looking for a pen 
 
SOV/SVO 
 
1. A. Taro-ga meron-o taberu 
    B. *Taro-ga taberu meron-o 
‘Taro eats melon’ 
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Q: This sentence is about Taro… 
 A. Eating melon B. Eating an apple 
 
2. A. Hanako-ga banana-o kaku 
    B. *Hanako-ga kaku banana-o 
‘Hanko draws a banana’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about Hanako… 
 A. Drawing an orange  B. Drawing a banana 
 
3. A. Reiko-ga orenji-o miru 
    B. *Reiko ga miru orenji-o 
‘Reiko sees an orange’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about Reiko 
 A. Seeing an orange   B. Seeing the scissors 
 
4. A. John-ga meron-o nageru 
    B. *John-ga nageru meron-o 
‘John throws a melon’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about John… 
 A. Throwing a ball  B. Throwing a melon 
 
5. A. Mary-ga keiki-o taberu 
    B. *Mary-ga taberu keiki-o 
‘Mary eats cake’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about Mary 
 A. Eating cake   B. Eating an apple 
 
6. A. Taro-ga hon-o yomu 
    B. *Taro-ga yomu hon-o 
‘Taro reads a book’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about Taro 
 A. Reading a newspaper B. Reading a book 
 
7. A. Reiko-ga hasami-o kaku 
    B. *Reiko-ga kaku hasami-o 
‘Reiko writes a letter’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about Reiko 
 A. Drawing scissors  B. Drawing a ball 
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8. A. Hanako-ga pan-o kiru 
    B. *Hanako-ga kiru pan-o 
‘Hanako cuts the bread’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about Hanako  
 A. Cutting an apple  B. Cutting the bread 
 
9. A. John-ga banana-o nageru 
    B. *John-ga nageru banana-o 
‘John throws the banana’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about John 
 A: Throwing a banana  B. Throwing a ball 
 
10. A. Mary-ga hasami-o sagasu 
      B. *Mary-ga sagasu hasami-o 
‘Mary looks for scissors’ 
Q: This sentence is about Mary 
 A: Looking for the book B. Looking for the scissors 
 
11. A. Taro-ga shinbun-o miru 
      B. *Taro-ga miru shinbun-o 
‘Taro sees the newspaper’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about Taro 
 A. Seeing the newspaper  B. Seeing the bread 
 
12. A. Reiko-ga meron-o sawaru 
     B. *Reiko-ga sawaru meron-o 
‘Reiko touches the melon’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about Reiko 
 A. Touching the orange B. Touching the melon 
 
Embedded Clauses 
 
1. A. John-wa Hanako-ga ringo-o taberu toh itta. 
    B. *John-wa toh Hanako-ga ringo-o taberu itta. 
‘John said that Hanako eats an apple’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Hanako eating an apple B. John eating an apple 
 
2. A. Mary-wa Hanako-ga meron-o kiru toh itta. 
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    B. *Mary-wa toh Hanako-ga meron-o kiru itta. 
‘Mary heard that Hanako cuts melon’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about  
 A. Mary cutting the melon B. Hanako cutting the melon 
 
3. A. Reiko-wa Hanako-ga hasami-o miru toh itta. 
    B. *Reiko-wa toh Hanako-ga hasami-o miru itta. 
‘Reiko thinks that Hanako sees the scissors’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Hanako seeing the scissors  B. Reiko seeing the scissors 
 
4. A. Taro-wa John-ga booru-o nageru toh itta 
    B. *Taro-wa toh John-ga booru-o nageru itta 
‘Taro said that John throws the ball’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Taro throwing the ball B. John throwing the ball 
 
5. A. Hanako-wa Taro-ga ringo-o sawaru toh itta 
    B. *Hanako-wa  toh Taro-ga ringo-o sawaru itta 
‘Hanako heard that Taro touched the apple’ 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Taro touching the apple B. Hanako touching the apple 
 
6. A. John-wa Mary-ga banana-o taberu toh omotta 
    B. *John-wa toh Mary-ga banana-o taberu omotta 
‘John thinks that Mary eats a banana’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. John eating a banana B. Mary eating a banana 
 
7. A. Mary-wa Reiko-ga ringo-o kaku toh itta 
    B. *Mary wa toh Reiko-ga ringo-o kaku itta 
‘Mary said that Reiko draws an apple’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Reiko drawing an apple B. Mary drawing an apple 
 
8. A. Reiko-wa Taro-ga hon-o yomu toh itta 
    B. *Reiko-wa toh Taro-ga hon-o yomu itta 
‘Reiko heard that Taro reads a book.’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
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 A. Reiko reading a book B. Taro reading a book 
 
9. A. Taro-wa Mary-ga shinbun-o yomu toh itta 
    B. *Taro-wa toh Mary-ga shinbun-o yomu itta 
‘Taro thinks that Mary reads a newspaper’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Mary reading a newspaper  B. Taro reading a newspaper 
 
10. A. Hanako-wa Reiko-ga orenji-o nageru toh itta 
      B. *Hanako-wa toh Reiko-ga orenji-o nageru itta 
‘Hanako said that Reiko throws an orange’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Hanako throwing an orange B. Reiko throwing an orange 
 
11. A. Taro-wa Reiko-ga keiki-o kiru toh itta 
      B. *Taro-wa toh Reiko-ga keiki-o taberu itta 
‘Taro heard that Reiko reads books at the library’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Reiko cutting the cake B. Taro cutting the cake 
 
12. A. Mary-wa John-ga meron-o taberu toh itta. 
      B.  Mary-wa toh John-ga meron-o taberu itta. 
‘Mary thinks that John is eating melon.’ 
 
Q: This sentence is about 
 A. Mary eating melon  B. John eating melon 
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